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,-
The fo11ol,in[;; ti1esi s tr.:lces the development of IncrajSal:ra 

in Buddhist iconography in India up to the third century A.D. The 

"" change in repres(mtations of Indra/Sal:ra pa:I;:~11e1s a larger e\'ol-

ution of popular Buddhism itself from a religious system, in which the 

figure of the historical Buddha was predominant, into a devotional 

cult centered on the figures of both the historical Buddha and numerous 

hodchisat~vas. The study thus highlights one aspect of this shift in 

emphasis from cZlrly HInaY~ria Buddhism to l,Iahayana Buddhism. Art forms 

in conjunction with relevant tex~s provide the context in which Indra 

appears in early Buddhist art (around the first century B.C.E.) and 

his subsequent development in Hahayana art (early Gandrllara and NathuriD. 

The first chapter reviews the character of rndra In non-Buddhist 

conte~~ts: the Vedic and Epic traditions. E~vidence from these periods 

.... 
provides the context out of i~hich the Buddhist Sakra emerged. The Vedic 

,. 
Inera developed into the Epic Indra from ~'lhich the Buddhist Sat~ra seens 

to have evolved. 

At the early Buddhist sites of Sanchi and Bharhut 'Satcra er.Jerges 

as a devotee of the Buddha. He appears in iconogra?hy and relevant 

texts, in a narrative context as one of several characters in the J;taka 

tales. He is identifiable either by his iconographic form (a royal 

figure ~'lho sometimes ~"ears a cylindrical crown specific to him' and 

~'lho carries a va jra and/or jar of a:w::ta), or by virtue of the context 

Us 



in ~hich he appears. 

- . ~ - ~ il.t Gandhara and l·:"athura ~a1.~ra becomes a figure of greater coro-

plexi ty ~vho is often removed from any narrative context. "Sal~ra and 

Brahr.ia attend the Buddha in prototypical rlapresentations of the Buddhist 

triad (tbe Budcha and tHO bocldhisattvas). This triad signals an impor-

·tant development iR the art and theology of Buddhism. It is 'indicative 

of the' c:evelopment of the 1tlorship of the Buddha as the mGlin object of 

devotion accompanied by Sal,ra and Bral:una in early Buddhism and by 

boc!cihisattvas in the later tradition. It is the emergence of theGe lat-

ter figures in this role ~~hich represents the most significant change 

in popular Buddhism in India which 'V1ClS to be transmitted to the Far 

East. The Buddha has become a transhistorical figure 'l-lorshipped in-

dependent of a narrative conte~;t. Hi.s attendants though they still 

adore the Buddha are lifted from a narrative context attaining the 

status of Buddhist deities. 

"" In addition, Sa~:ra is intir.1ately related to the vajra-bearer vlho 

emerges at Gandh~ra. Tbe context in ~(1hich this latter figure appears, 

his function, and his primary attri bute, the va jra, indicate the nature 

of this relationshi;p. This iconographic form may be prototypical of the 

later boddhisattva Vajrapani and certainly is tbe basis of the Nio ~.ho . 
appear as fierce guardian figures in iconography in Japan and China. 

These t~·JO deve:lopr:1ents reflect the emergence of Nahayana Buddhism 

and are indicative of the directions it I·lill ta~:e as it grOlvs and devel-

opes in India, ~·;here it arose, and outside of Inelia, in China and Japan. 
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llJTRODUCTION 

It is the intention of this paper to examine the visual 

aspects of 'Sakra tn the Buddhist religious tradition and the changes 

that occur in his depiction in Buddhist art a.s it develops • 
. ;/' 

The figure' of 0akra occurs in reliefs on early Buddhist 

monuments. at SanchI and Bharhut as well as in the lat.er art of 

Gandhara and Mathura. The subjects of the reliefs in which §akra 

appears most often can be established by reference to corresponding 

textual accounts. Hence any examination of iconographic representa

. tions of'Sakra in Buddhist art requires an examination of certain 

Buddhist texts. The number of texts which correlate with artistic 

representations in this period, ho"rever, is precisely limited in 

number. Thus, to determine the character and the role of 'Sakra aE he 

appears in Buddhist art one need only examine a selection of the va.f.'t 

corpus of early Buddhist literature. 

In addition to the appearance of '§akra in Buddhist iconography 

and texts ~akra is intimately conneeted ldth Incra, a well knO"lil 

figure in pan-Indian mythology. Buddhism arose and developed in 

contact with popular Hinduism. Indra was incorporated early into the 

Buddhist tradition and was changed significantly, but not to the 

extent that he was not clearly recognizable to all Indian devotees. 

Hence, in order fully to describe the Buddhist ~akra his relation-

ship to the Vedic and Epic Indra must certainly be explore(l. The 

Epic descriptions of Indra undoubtedly influencec the subsequent 



representations of the Buddhist -S~kra. The nature of the Epic Incra 

must be determined in light of the texts of this perioe for few 

representations sUJ.nrive.. The earliest ffinCiu representation of Inc1ra 

are contemporary with the Buddhist monu.na:ents air Saffchl/Bharhut and 

appear on coins or Indo-Greek rulers. The first chapter i·rill treat 

the Vedic and Epic Indra in an attempt to discern the extent to Fhich 

textual descriptions of this figure can be correlated with the early 

Buddhist descriptions and iconographic representations of 'Sakra. 

The first Buddhist representations of ~akra are round on tbe 

stupes at Sanchi and Bharhut (first century B.C.E&). He appears in 

the context of the ..Tataka tales ano. the scenes from the life of the 

Buddha. Indeed the reliefs at these early Buddhist monuments pri

marily represent J2:taka tales anc scenes from the life of the Buddha. 

The presence of the Buddha is the central focus of these iconographic 

representations and. his presence is indicates at this s.tage symbolic

ally rather than by depiction in human form. The task of identirica

tion of scenes represented is accomplished by rererence to character

izing attributes such as symbols, by references to the texts i.rhich 

correspond to the reliefs, anc by rererence to various ic'entif'ying 

inscriptions round at Bharhut which may be conveniently 

applied to similar scenes at Sanchi and Bodh Gaya. 

The appeal of the iconography at Sa1ichI and Bharhut seems to 

have been widespread rather than limiter' to Buddhist monks and nuns: 

not only vlere both Sanch! and Bharhut sites of sanghas (or commm:dties 
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of Buc.dhist monks), they T,'ere also sites of pilgrimage. Given this 

context, the reliefs represented must have been popularist art forms, 

accessible to and possibly fashiOneo in light of an audience "Thich in 

turn reflected the increasing popularity of the Budcha~s message. 

Sakra's emergence in distinctive iconographic form in the reliefs at 

Sanchi and Bharhut records the translation of what had previously 

been a textual and ritualistic (Fymbolic) presence into a distinctly 

Buddhist iconographic form, perhaps unr.er the influence of Buddhism's 

new emphasis on devotion. 

~akra is represented at Sa:tchi ano Bharhut as a figure ::ubsid

iary to the Buddha. He sometime's appears with distinctive attributes, 

the vajra and/or the jar of a'm;ta, C'~though he is most often identif

iable only through the context. of a specific tale. He is represented 

in the reliefs as a figure amidst a cro~.ld of others. Hm,~ever, reliefs 

at SanchI and Bharhut depicting~akra's visit to the Buddha, at 

Indrasalaguha, in which gakra declared his devotion to the Buc~ha, are 

singular evidence of his distinctly BUddhist character. His role at 

Sanchi and Bharhut is t'\llofold: he attends the Buddha., a.nc he actively 

serves the Buddha by assisting Buddhist devotees who fine themselves 

in problematic situations. In both caf',es he sets an example for 

Buddhists and others to folIo..,,!. As such he is an agent of Bucdhist 

morality. 

An examination of Sakra's role in both the early period 

represented at Sanch! and Bharhut and later periods represente(~ by 



Gandharan and Y~thuran reliefs can certainly aid in a~certaining 

whether or not his function in the Buddhist tradition chang en in any 

way. In so far as "Sakra's role coes change from Sanchi to Gandhara 

and the nature of this change can be establishec, it becomes then 

legitimate to remark on the degree to 'toJhich this change correlates 

;,lith the more general development of Buddhism in these periods. The 

degree to i"hich iconographic representations alter anc. the specific 

forms and motifs 1.,rhich reflect this change it ;,lil1 be suggested may 

be taken as reflecting a more general change in the historical develop-

ment of Buddhism. 

The various shifts in emphasies from early Buddhism (f.econe 

century B.G.E •. to first century G.E.) to later Buddhism (first century 

G.E. to fourth century G.E.) constitutes a major area of Buc.ohist 

Echolarship.l Both the conceptual basis ant the outward physical 

manifestations of early Buddhism are eviG.encen by the iconography at 

Sanchi and Bharhut and the texts of the early Buc.dhist Canon. The 

reliefs from GandhaCt'a and Nathura as ;.re11 as me.ny texts, such e.s the 

Buc1dhacarita, 2 Lalitavistara,.3 and 1-fu.havastu, I; 8.re the p:dme.ry 

evidence for the first to the fourth century G.E. It i~ in this 

latter period that many of the iconographic motifs cha.racteristic of 

the fully developed Hahayana tradition vere established. Thuf! in 

terms of historical continuity the art froms at Gandhara ano Hathure 

represent a curious mixture of both early ana later BU(~dhis:n such 

that neither do they represent only the oleer phat=e nor ~o they 

·1'" , I 
, .. 1.. 



r1epresent the newer phase .. 

The context of the early reliefs at S8:nchI and Bharhut is 

narrative. The figures in these reliefs thus a.ppear subject to 

narrative considerations, specifically, those applying to the JatA.kas 

and scenes in the pref;',ent life of the Buddha. In later Bur'l(!hist art, 

these same narrative contexts penist but are represented on a fuller 

scale both in scope and in the number of scenes depicteo. Indee6, in 

these later Gane:haran and Mathuran reliefs one can differentiate by 

means of form and detail bet't-leen the various figures portrayed. 

These means of identification, i. e., the forms in .rhich 

figures are represented and the various attributes .,yhich can be 

associatec with them, although available to us at Sanchi and Bhayhut, 

are facilitated, by developments in the art of Gandhara and Hathura. 

As noted above the Buddha is never represented 'in human form at 

Sanchi and Bharhutbut rather is indicatec symbolically_ He doee 

appear in human form at Gandhara ana 1fi..athura. At Gandhara other 

figures, among them 'Sakra, emerge in distinct anc identifiable roms. 

Reliefs depicting specific subjects at S8:ffchI and Bharhut become 8t 

Gandhara stabilized motifs which vrill continue to denote these events. 

Moreover, it is at Ganc3.hara that not only motifs remove(l from narI'&'-

tive contexts but also the well-knoi¥'U representations of the BuNhe. 

flankec by t;..,ro bodhisatbTa:o first appear. 

Specifically, it is in this later period at Gandhara and 

}futhura that ~akra's role as an attendant to the Buocha becomes 
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stande.rcized. This role, which had founD. form in the early San-chi and 

Bharhut reliefs, becomes more fully developed in this later perio!) e.nd 

extends beyonc representation in narrative contexts to representation 

removed from any active consideration: we find ~akra represented in 

the isolated ~akra/Buddhal Brahma triad. 
,. 

Horeover, even though Se.kra 

does remain variously represented in a narrative context in the e .. rt 

of Ganchara, there is another vajra-bearer who appears in this period 

for the first time and liTho also figures vli thin a narrative context. 

This figure seems to be related in some way to ~akra, "Tho is the 

only vajra-bearer in the reliefs of Sanchi an6 Bharhut. 'SakT'a's 

functions thus diverge, and his role as a protector is usurpe6 by a 

vaira-bearing figure who appears in d.istinct iconographic form at 

Gandhara. 

The origine.tion and function of the figure '§akre. cannot be 

remoyed from the context of the Buddhist tradition. An historical 

examination of any particular aspect of a larger vrhole highlighting 

the evolution and change of that part is also an examination of the 

larger context. Thus a definition of the Buddhist deity, 'Sakra, 

1{hich both texts and art aid. in establishing, is, in ac\~ition to 

being specific to that deity, explicative of the Budr:'hist tre.dition 

as a v!hole. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INDRA IN THE HINDU TRADIT!ON 

Indra is ane or the earliest of popular deities •. He plays a 

dominant role in the Rg Veda5 and his exploits are also recounted in 

the subsequent Brahmanas and Epics. Indra also appears to have been 

one of the earliest Hindu gods to have been represented in concrete 

form in art, as seen on the coins of Indo Greek kings. It is an 

important question as to what extent Vedic and post Vedic descriptions 

of this god condition his early physical representations and to what 

extent these in turn influence later Buddhist concepts in art and lit-

erature. To answer this question it is necessary to examine the 

character of Indra in the earliest literature. 

This cbapter has thu,s been divided into the folloving parts: 

an examination of Indra in the Vedic period (the Vedas and Brahmanas); . 
( - - - - ) 6 . I Indra in the Epics the Mahabharata and Ramayana; and f1nally ndra. 

in iconography prior to and contempt::lrary with the early Buddhist 

monuments at Sanch! and Bharhut. 

The Vedic Indra 

Notwithstanding the multitude of gods and goddesses who 

appear in the Rg Veda, the early Vedic pantheon comprises few "rell . 
defined figures in comparison to other similar pantheons, e.g., Greek 

-7-
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Roman, etc. One exception to this general observation regarding 

Rg Vedic deities is the case of Indra, the Indian devaraja, or lord of 

the gods. Indra is closely associated with the elements of rain ana 

thunder but emerges as a distinguishable and well-defined anthropomor-

phic personality. 

His powerful physical stature can be outlined as follovTs: he 

has muscular arms, large hands, a heavy beard, a j alN' of gold, a power-

ful neck, a throat like a large ri'ver and a stomach which is filled 

with~. Further, he has a large appetite and a seemingly insatiable 

thirst for this intoxicant. Vedic texts describe him variously as 

young, strong, and violent; an angry lord and man of action. 7 As a 

mighty. general the epithet '§akra is applied to Indra. 8 It ha~ been 

translated as "le fort" by Gonda. 9 Indra is fearless, wise, and 

intelligent. 

He is praised in the Rg Veda as a fierce and irresistable . 
demon-slaying warrior god, the wielder of the vajra. This weapon is 

described as either bright or made .Iof metal or gold. lO He also 

carries a hook and a bow and arrows. ll As we shall see below, the 

vajra is Indra's most characteristit::: weapon and is intimatelyassoc-

iated with his effectiveness in matters of force. In the % Veda \ole 

find: "The mightiest force is Indra1s bolt of iron when firmly 

grasped in both the arms of Indra".12 Indra rides a chariot of gold 

yoked by t"TO magnificient horses. 13 In the Vedic period he haf' no 

equal: he is the king of the gods and is dominant in the middle 
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region.14 

. One specific sphere of his activities involves the regions 

inhabited by· demons whom he vanquishes posthaste. It is in this mytho-

logical context that the violent aspect of Indra's character becomes 

clear and moreover his iconography begins to be defined. Indra's 

position in the Vedic pantheon, unequalled among the gods, may be 

explained in part py the role he plays in the destruction of demons. 

He is not limited to destruction of· merely one demon but is responsible 

for a variety of demon deaths~ Indra eliminates demons such as Vrtra, 

Ahi, Vala, and Namuci. These most famous incidents in Indra' s career 

are those which supply us with his unambiguous mark of identification, 

the vajra or thunderbolt. An example of his activities in this respect 

is the elimination of the demon Namuci which is recordecl at leaf't six 

times in the Rg Vedal5 and occurs several times in the Brahmanas • 
• 

The etymology of Namuci is 'not letting go' and in the mythological 

context in which Indra functions may mean the demon who 'Hi thhole s the 

16 waten". 

In the Vedic tradition Indra slays Namuci with his thunder-

bolt or with the foam of water which serves as a thunderbolt. He 

characteristically twirls off or pierces Namuci's head. Though Inera, 

even in the Brahmanas, is a mighty l-larrior, his physical strength . 
alone, in these texts, does not determine in whose favor the battle 

will be resolved. 17 

In Indra's elimination of the other demons as well the vajra 
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is his weapon par excellence and he is epithetically referred to as 

vajrabh;t, the bearer of the thunderbolt. The vaira with which he 

pierces demons, and, in addition, the release of the waters, are men-, 

tioned in the description of Indra killing Vrtra. In one cape in the . 
Rg Veda this episode is described as follows: liThe 1>lrathful Indra '.lith . 
his bolt of thunder rushing on the foe, Smote fierce on trembling 

V:trats back, and loosed the waters free to run, lauding his ovm 

imperial sway".18 'l'he conquest of demons a.nd the liberation of waters 

are his mythological essence; by this act he is the constant renewer 

of life. It is significant that the vajra belongs predominantly to 

Indra and epithets derived from or compounded with this weapon in the 

Rg Veda are almost entirely applied to him.19 This will remain true 
• 
of his later iconography as well. 

In the myths Indra, in addttion, is intimately a.ssociated 

with the potent beverage soma. It is this stimulant "rhich immediately 

upon consumption increases his strength .formidably and renders him 

invincible. In the Vedic texts, his devotees praise him with increased 

fervor in that he is then better able to protect them, while his 

enemies flee him the more he drinks. Indra is in .fact so .fond of 

consuming this elusive elixer that on more than one occafdon in later 

texts it becomes his down.fall. So~ is regularly included in the 

descriptions of Indra .found in the tw Veda.. For example: liThe ~ 

is within him, in his .frame vast strength, the thunder in his han a and 

wisdom in his head Tl
•
20 
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Indra is also lmmm as a compassionate helper of his devotees 

and is invoked with a view towards protection and material gain. 21 

Indeed, his generosity receives the same praise as his grea.test feats. 22 

In an historical context, the number and import of the myths 

recorded with respect to the character of Indra reflect the esteem in 

which he' was held. The ~ Vedic ideal of a mighty warrior god corres

ponds to the ideal of a people who '\Irere themselves invading "Tarriors. 

A destroying and conquering lord of battle is a worthy object of 

veneration for a people engaged in precisely this kind of activity_ 

In the Brahmanas hOHever, Indra's accomplishments are honored but his 

individual achievements are somewhat de-emphasized. The events them-

selves remain significant .,hile Inara r s role begins to diminish. The 

explanation rests on the role of sacrifice in the % Veda a.nd the 

Branmanas~ Sacrifice 1"13.5 an important aspect of Brahmanic religion. 

The Bra~manas thus reflect the evolution in religious orientation of 
a 

the Indian elite away from an emphasis on physical battle and tOHaros 

a preponderance of sacrificial rites. 23 This shift in empha.:=is is 

indicated by the roCle Indra plays in these texts. In the Namuci 

incident, for example, the 'Tarrior aspect of Inara is de-emphadzed. 

His supremacy is maintained not by his might alone but through sa.cri

. fice. 24 Thus historical conjunctions can be established in terms of 

the modification of the character of Indra even at these early stages. 
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Indra in the Epic Period 

Indra remains an important figure in the Epic texts. He is 

still kno.m as devaraja, the lord of the gods, a,nd is described var-

iously as I1he of one hundred pO.lers ", "he of one thousand eyes II and 

"lord of the thirty-three gods 11.25 He is a. strict upholder of 

morality as long as it does not challenge his authority. That is, he 

bestows gifts on his favorites but would rather disuade an ascetic from 

becoming too virtuous than be usurped by the merit of a.nother which 

h
. 26 surpasses J.s mm. 

Indra is called 'Sakra but this a.ppelation is used arc: a na.me 

rather than an epithet. 27 As in the Vedas Indra leads the gods in 

battle. 28 He emerges in the Epics, however, in a new role: he is 

guardian (dikpala) of the eastern quarter. 29 He is still praised for 

his defeat of demons, and his foremost weapor;l is still the vajra 1tJhich 

is described as very terrible, hard as diamond and surpassingly swift. 

He also confronts his foes with a net, stones, b01-rs and arr01.Js, a 

hook, noose, and conch. 3D Usually he is victorious in battle but some-

times must rely on the aid of others for the successful defeat. of his 

foes. On more than one occasion Indra finds hinself in cifficult 

situations and must appeal to other goeJs for help. Inc:ra, for exa.mple, 

having committed brahmanicide becomes frightenec3 and hides in 13 .. lotus 

stalk. 3l His pride, amorous nature, and the difficultie::: Hhich ensue 

from them are detailed rather frequently in the Hahabharata. His mcdn 

character in that text seems to be e;xcessive pric'e anf he is humbled 

for it by the punishment of other gods such as Siva. 32 Indra is 



powerless before 'Siva; he takes refUge 'With Bra.hma v7hen in doubt; he 

is appointed protector by Vi~:gu and on at leaf't one occal'"ion begs for 

Vi~~lU' s assistance. 33 In mos~ cafes, however, Indra f s rela.tions to 

other gods are those ~f friendly superiority.34 

Epic texts describe Indra as having yellotr eyes, sporting e. 

yellovl beard, and .,earing red or "rhite garments. 35 He is acorned 

with a crown (kiri~a) ,36 jewelry, garlands t-lhich never whither, a.no is 

shaded by an umbrella.. He carries a jar of amrta with which he some-. 
times revives the dead. 57 He is surrounded by youths ancl remains him-

self perpetually young in appearance. 

Amaravati is his residence and the car of victory (mahendra-

valla) is his vehicle. It is decorated with gold and clra1.m by goloen 

38 steeds. Alternately he rides the elephant Airavata. It iE. this 

later vehicle on which Indra appears in certain iconogra:phic represen-

tations (e.g. a.t Bhaja) and v1hich is useful in identifying him when 

represented. Airavata arose from the churning of the ocean anG ,.Jas 

seized by Indra~39 He has four tusks, three str~am3 of water issue 

from his temples, and he is large and white. 40 

Epic texts particularly emphasize Indra' s capacity for bestm·r-

ing gifts: he grants his favorites arms, kn01.,ledge, strength, energy, 

children, happiness jI and 1'00(1 .• 41 As noted earlier he revives the dee.d. 

His chief gift, hovlever, according to Hopkins, is rain which he often 

pours down from his seat on Airavata. 42 .Indra as "bringer of rain" 

and as "bestovmr of gifts" is particularly significant with respect 
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to the role he plays in festivals devoted to him. 

In tbe context. 'O:f !nOTa feistivals the a.bove characteristics 

of Indra are further clarified. !ndTa pole festivals according to the 

Mahabharata were instituted by Uparica.ra. 43 Indra gave Uparice.ra a 

victor's crown of lotus flowers which protected him in battle, anr: e. 

bamboo pole, protective of its worshippers ana with which Uparicara. 

might worship him as the slayer of Vrtra. 44 This festival dedicated . . 
specifically to Indra WB.S generally adopted by other kings .... ,ho follO'l:!

ed the examples set by Uparicara. 45 The poles (Indrachvaja) are se.iC: 

to beautify the earth,46 and are the chief objects in InCira. :festivals 

(Indramaha or Indrotsava). 

The festivals are mentioned in later texts such e.p the 

Harivamsa in specific association ",ith Indra's capacity to bring> 

rains. 47 In the district of Gokula Krsna stopped the IndTa festivals • . . 
Indra, however, became angry, as the festival in his honor was 
stopped. He called together the clouds and asked them to shower 
heavy rain to torment the milkrrlen and their wealth of cattle. He 
himself wanted to lead the cloud.s riding on his' elephant. 
Then dark clouds massed together and heavy rain with lightning 

. started. All land became a sea of ,,113. tel'; there were flooc s in 
the rivers, and trees were uprooted. The milkmen ',lere fright
ened and thought perhaps the period of dissolution had come and 
with it the deluge. The cattle suffered extreme distres84 •••• 
Then the truthful Krishna. lifted ~p the hill, and underneath it the 
caves became like large halls. Severe rain and hail storms con
tinued, but those who took shelter underneath the raisec uphill 
got no inkling of it$ (HV 14) 

The scene in Hindu iconography of Krsna holding up the mountain a.nf .. 
protecting the CO'VIS from the d01.'npour is a familiar one. 

The Ramayana mentions an Indra festival occurring in the 
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rainy season and describes mom as actually pouring rain for several 

months in that season. 48 !ndra is on more than one occasion spoken or 

in this text as the god ·of rain e.no is mentioned in t.he Harivamsa in 

connection with clouds and thunder. 49 Particularly indicative of the 

speciric existence of some form or worship of which Indra is the locus 

is the episode in the Hariva~a described above. 

Thus an alteration occurs in the status of Indra rrom the 

Vedic to the post pedic or Epic period and can be specifically detail-

ed. Indra loses his Vedic position as Supreme Being and becomes in 

the Epics the guardian of the Eastern Quarter. He remains a warrior 

but seems to lose his former ability to overcome his enemies by violent 

means and becomes a rather benign besto'ler of ravors. Physical might 

is no longer of primary concern in the description or !ndra's battles 

but rather his ability in this respect is ascribed to maya or magic 

power. 50 The Epic Indra orten finds himself in many dilemma::; "'hich, 

due to his love for .§.Q!B§..and his impetuousness, demand he rely upon 

gods, rais, and ascetics for rescue and assistance. Soma, his source .. 
of pov.rer in the Vedas, becomes through over-indulgence one source of 

his do-wnfall in the Epics~ He beco'mes, in effect, harassed a.no de-

feated, reliant on others for counsel and aid. In short, Indra is 

devaraja but. he .is no longer the Supreme Being. 

Thus two associated factors are important in Indra's mythic 

chronology: his role in later texts suffers a decline in terms of 

his inrluence; he is still devaraia." but this position itself becomes 
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rather insignificant and he remains throughout a compa~sionate helper 

and protector of those ~ho request his assistance. 

Iconographic Representations 

However circumstantial the evidence may seem, it appears that 

some sort of iconographic forms were indeed created in the Vedic 

period. 'What- is important in this: context is the degree to vhich 

these forms figured in the religious life and the manner in which they 

were employed~ The primary evidence '1hich supports this ~tudy of the 

iconographic forms of Indra is textual and is specifically in refer-

ence to his ritual worship. 

Although not unambiguous there are a few passages in the ~ 

~ which contain allusions to both unspecified representations of 

Indra and devotion to him. In the Rg Veda, for example, the follo1idng . 
stanzas appear: 5l 

Indragni ~umbhata narah . . (men decorate lndra and Agni) 
(RV 1,21,2) 

Ka imam -da~abhirnamend_ram krinati dhenubhi~ / Yad;vrt;ni 
jawhanadatahanatp. me punar dadat (.Tho 11!ill buy this my 
Indra for ten cows'] 1tJhen he has slain his foes he may 
give him back to me~) 

(RV 4,24,10) 

lndrasya karta svapastamo bhut (the maker of lndra vas a 
most stalwart being, a most skillful workman) 

(RV 4,17,4) 

The gods of the period of the Rg Veda were required to fulfill the . 
desires of those who performed s8.crifices in their honor and in the 

case of lndra these desires seem to range from victory in battle both 
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on a large national scale and on an individual level, to protection 

and material gain. The devotee propitiates the goa by offering obla-

tions and praise, by realizing his o;.rninsignificance in relationship 

to the gods and by admitting the inability of success without the aid 

of the deity. In this light, the above second passage might indicate 

that representations of images of Indra were indeed employed in 

rituals for the purpose of inflicting harm on an enemy. Although 

images seem to have existed, the notion of image worship as a central 

aspect of ritual, even in light of the above passages, is doubtful 

given the paucity of references to such cult 'l<rorship in the :IJecas, 

and the total absence of concrete evidence. 

This doubt is further supported by an examination of the 

Brahmanas 'lrlhich follow the Vedas in time. These texts are almost . 
entirely concerned with sacrificial ritual and one would therefore 

expect a multitude of explicit reflarences to the fa~hioning of images, 

if, indeed, images were of primary ritual importance. Unfort,u..Tlately, 

upon examination these texts reveal only sporadic references to the 

representations of gods as they were used in ritual. 52 

The earliest extant representations of Indian deities appear 

on the reverse side of coins of certain Indo-Greek kings, ;.rhere the 

obverse represents an image of the issuing ruler. These are much later 

than the Vedic period, and date from the second century B.C.E. On the 

coins of Eukratides, Antialkidas and other Indo-Greek rulers at. ,.rell 

as on those of Maues, a figure thought to be the Grecian Zeus: is re-

presented. H01.rever, certain distinctly Indian characteristics lead 
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us to believe that the figure represents Indra, the Indian co.unterpart 

to. Zeus~53 

On the coins of Eukratides (170-155 B.C.E.) the figure is 

enthroned, holding a "(.lreath in the right hand and. a palm branch in 

the left; the forepart o.f an elephant (o.nly rarely is the vlhole animal 

shown) appears to the right and a conical object on the left. The con

ical object has been identified as a mountain. The connective element 

between the figure and this conical object, or between the figure ana 

the mountain,isthe elephant. Characteristically, Indra is . 

mentio.ned in association vlith the elephant Airavata, the presiding 

genius of 'Svetavatalaya which .is the residence of -Svetavat, one of 

the names of Indra. This same ta.bleau is repeated on one of the 

coins of Antialkidas (140-130 B.C.E.). On another of the coins of 

Antiallddas, this figure is standing 1-lith a lo.ng sceptre (va.jra??) 'in 

his left hanel and accompanied by his elephant. One other coin is 

worthy of mention here. It is a square copper coin of Maues whereon 

the deity is seated on a throne. His left hand rests on a. human 

figure. Banerjea has identified this figure to. the deity's left as a 

personification of the vaira. 54 On some of the coins of In(ramitra 

(first century B.C.E.) the figure appears standing on a. pedestal 

holding an uncertain object in his right hand and a club in his left. 

Now these figurative representations corresponc to some degree 

with the descriptions of Indra found in Vedic texts. Among those 

elements which appear as distinctly characteristic of IncJra are the 
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personified vaira and the juxtaposition of animal and deity. These 

are then the only extant representations of Indra from e.n early period 

and are generally ,attributed to the second century B.C.E. The fact of 

his representation on public coinage indicates that he was cultuY'ally 

irilportant. The prevailing political influence in this period ,.,ras Indo-

Grecian and insofar as we can assume that the figure on these coins is 

representative of Indra, it is also representative of the Greek Zeus. 

This has prompted scholars to refer to the figure represented on these 

coins as "Indra in the garb of Zeus ll •
55 

There is no extant evidence of iconographic forms, other than 

these Indo-Grecian coins, prior to the images of Inora .Thich appear 

in early Buddhist reliefs. An interesting representation of Indra. is 

that of the great veranda relief at, Bhaja, an early Budahist ca.ve 

dating early second century B.C. (figure 1). There are on either siae 

of a portal two massive sculptures. One has been ioentified 8.1" Surya, 

the sun god. The other, by virtue of context and situation alone, 

seems to be Inera. 56 He is riding his elephant Airavata·and is accompan-

ied by an attendant who carries a banner. The relief is mentionec here 

in that it closely corresponds to the conception of Inara in Vedic and 

Epic texts. 

Conclusion 

The character and role of Inera suggestec above unaergoes 

certain transformations from the Veciic to the Epic period. THO major 

differences between the Vedic and Epic Indra emerge. Unlike the 
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Vedic Indra,the Epic Inara figures prominently in cultic rituals or 

Indra festivaI.s... t\1J:lile the ~ iWecic L"1lorn. is a f..trong man, particular

ly with respect to demon slaying, in the Epics, though he continues to 

slay demons be becom.es a goo!3 naturet: brllt often foolish dikoala - pro

tector of the Eastern quarter. In the Vedas he is kno~~ by the 

epi thet 'Sakra (the strong). In the Epics Sakra is 'Usee. rather like a 

name. This as we shall see belm.]' represents more than a mere similar

ity of name between the Vedic and Epic Indra ,-lith the Buc.c.ihist ~akra. 

'Sakra emerges in the BUddhist tradition as an distinct and identifia.ble 

iconographic form, but with many of his Vedic/Epic traits intact. 

Though no concrete evidence survives it is not beyond the 

scope of this study to suggest that images or representations of In6ra 

of some kind were fashioned even as early as the Vedic period. As has 

been mentioned, the few references contained in the earliest texts 

suggest that representations of Indra were employed tOVlard the inflic

tion of harm. 57 The above cited passages in the Ramaya~a 

and the Harivam~a from the Epic period indicate that a gro.~h in 

devotional practices had taken plac'r3 and a trend a,-,ray from sa.crificial 

rituals towards cultic festivals directly related to Inara and "IiTherein 

he functions as the primary object of veneration haa occurec". It is 

in the context of Indra festivals that one 'Would expect to fine ime.ges 

of the deity, although the textual evidence on festivals inr.icates 

that Indra vas represented by his pole or dhvaia. Indra does appee.r 

in the sculptures and reliefs of the later Hindu perioe, vrhich fa.ll 

outside the purvie"lil of the present study. 
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It should be noted that early Buddhist reliefs, inclucing the 

Bhaja relief', are executed with a. degree of sophistic8,tion suggestive 

of cumulative experience. The similarities between the descriptions 

of Indra in the Vedas and the form he takes in early Buddhist reliefs 

would seem to indicate that corresponding images of Indra were fa:=-h-

ioned. One can only infer therefore given Vedic textual evidence ~mcl 

given the above Buddhist correlative, the.t Indra,as "Tell as the other 

figures who appear in these reliefs, was given iconographic form in 

the Vedic period and early Epic period. 

Those features which are important in identifying 10dra in 

Buddhist reliefs emerge, thereforeJ• in both Vedic and Epic texts. 

The vajra appears in Indra's hand in the Vedas and is effective in 

combat. In the Epics Indra's elephant Airavata emerges from the 

churning of the ocean and Indra is described So::: carrying a jar of 

amrta. In both the Epics and'Vedas Indra is a warrior/kingly figure 
• 

and it is in this form and with these implements that 100ra emerges 

in Buddhist iconography. 



CHAPTER TI.JO 

'SAKRA AT THE EARLY BUDDHIST MONUMENTS OF sANeRI AND BIrARHUT 

It is the aim of this chapter to discuss the character of 

~akra as he is represented at Sanch! and Bharhut with reference to 

corresponding episodes which are related in the Pali Canon. In this 

wayan understanding may be reached of the identity of 'Sakra and the 

role he plays in the Buddhism of this period. 

The Buddhist 'Sakra, then, appears in the early reliefs at 

Sanchi, Bharhut, certain reliefs at Bodh Gayi, and in the texts of 

- 58 the PaIi Canon. He figures fairly prominently in the Ji3.taka tales, 

or stories of the past lives of the Buddha, wh1ch are representee at 

Bharhut and Sanchi, as well as in a variety of episodes in the pres-

ent life of the Buddha. The fact that he is accorde8 special recogni

in the SakkaPallha Suttanta of the Digha Nik;ya (that Suttanta being 

devoted entirely to ~akravs visit to the Buddha at Indrasalaguha) 

leads us to believe he is more than just a nominal figure in the 

Buddhist tradition~59 Indeed'Sakra is one of the few deities, among 

whom we may include Brahma, who emerges in Buddhism as a distinguish

able character. ~akra and Brahma attain the status of attendant/pro-

teetor figures in Buddhist texts and art by accompanying the Buddha. 

on his descent at Sanki~a, and they are positioned on either side of 

the BUddha in the earliest reliefs of this event at Sanch! and Bharhut. 

22 
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This. relationship of~akra to Indra is of a complex nature. 

The evidence suggests that 'Sakra is, in terms of forms and deeds, the 

Indra of the H-indus60 while in terms of his function be is a distinct-

ly Buddhist character. As noted earlier, the mightyvajra-wielc1ing 

general of the Rg Veda had by the time of the·early Buddhist Canon . 
(c.200 B.C.E.) undergone a transfoTIll.ation. In the Vedas, Inera is 

epithetically referred to as ~akra, an .epithet which often refers to 

Indra's capacity as a compassionatlB helper. 61 
~ 

Sakra in th e !Jg Vede. 

just as in Buddhist sources is the lord of the heavens of thirty-three 

gods and is the slayer of demons. In addition, 'Sakra wields the 

thunderbolt, which is an attribute corresponding well with the % . 
Vedic vajra. 62 Ho",ever, the Buddhist vision of 13akra is more closely 

related to the textual description of Indra in the Epic texts. In 

BUddhist iconography~akra is given form with specific physical 

attributes: for example, he wears a special cro~m ('kiri~a~),63 he 

carries an amrta flask (the liquid contained herein restores human . 
life),64 is dressed in the attire of a royal personage.1anc is shaded 

by an umbrella. He is not the Supreme Being in the Epics nor is ~akra 

the Supreme Being in the Buddhist tradition. The attention of the 

Epics is beginning to be focused away from Indra towaro the eventual 

supremacy of Visnu and Siva. 65 The Indra of the Vedas has lost much .. 
of the grandeur he held by the time we find him in the Epics and by 

the time we find 'sakra figured in the earliest reliefs ana texts of 

the Buddhists. 
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The appearance of an Indra-like figure must certainly have had 

an effect in the amelioration of the strangeness of the Buddhist tra-

dition in its early stages. The appearance of a familiar dist:i.nguish-

able character who figures in the Hindu tradition would no doubt render 

early Buddhism more appealing. The relationship between Inora ana 

~akra appears to be evolutionary: Indra.has become the Buddhist deva 

"Sakra,. Thus Indra was incorporated into Buddhism as a Vedic/Epic 

figure whose character necessitated modification in accordance with 

Buddhist doctrine. Indra and 13akra. share common characteristics and 

are historically connected. But ~akra is different.fromthe Epic/Vedic 

Indra. It cannot therefore be maintained that the Indra of the Epic 
,. . 

period and the Sakra of the early Buddhist period are one and the 

..!. ~ 
same. Despite the similarities bet.,een Indra and Sakra., Sakra acts 

in Buddhism in a distinctly BUddhist manner. .-!. -Both Sakra and Brahma 

pay homage to the BUddha. ~akra is conspicuous for his geniality and 

softness of character (attributes somewhat de-emphasized in the Vedas). 

His ethical character, only one of his attributes in the Vedas, is 

particularly emphasized in Buddhism: he is prone to performing good 

acts. 66 He is certainly vulnerable to the same pitfalls as mankind. 67 

His status as a god in adoration of' the Buddha carries particular 

weight in legitimizing the position of the Buddha. 

Few heavenly beings can be distinguishec. in early Buddhism as 

distinct figures. The emergence of'~akra as one of these few distinct 

figures in both texts and iconography of early Buddhism is indicative 

of the importance of the position he holds in the Buddhist tradition. 
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Early Buddhist Monuments 

Among the earliest reliefs which have survived from e.ncient· 

India are those which decorate the stupas at S;nchl ana Bh;rhut. One 

must rely almost entirely on these: monuments for early representa.tions 

t! 
of Sakra. His representations here in conjunction with the contempor-

ary texts of the Pali Canon make it possible to present a reasonably 

accurate analysis of the Buddhist figure of 'Sab-a. 

These reliefs at Sanchi and Bharhut are the only surviving 

evidence of the steps in the iconographic developments which occured 

in North India at this time. As b"th SanchI and Bharhut are situated 

on what were important trade routes, they are not the 1.rork of an 1so-

lated populace. The representations there reflect the influx of new 

ideas, the interchange of those ideas with local ideas, and thus the 

development of Buddhist tradition. There is no reaf'on, hovever, to 

assume that Sanchi and Bharhut werel the most important of .early 

Buddhist sites. One can assume that these monuments were among sever-

13.1 such monuments. Not even the· Chinese pilgrims who visited India 

from the third to the sixth century C.E. deem Sanchi important enough 

to document as they did other monuments. 68 Nor is Sanchi itself 

- 69 mentioned in Pali Literature save in the Mahava~sa. Nevertheless, 

it is here at SaIichi ·and Bharhut for the first time,· three to five 

centuries after the death of the Buddha, that one finds concrete 

representations of stories found in ancient Buddhist texts. 

The Bharhut reliefs are somewhat earlier than the earliest 

reliefs at SanchI. The figures are executed in a simple style and 
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possess a certain degree of dignity. 

The Bharhut reliefs deal primarily .. lith the Jataka tales and 

contain many of the details from t,he particular tale they represent. 

This of course makes for easier narrative identification. 

The reliefs at Sanchl have been divided into three broad his

torical groups: early, intermediate and late.70 Little variety in 

representational style is found in the ea~liest stages. These reliefs 

concentrate on select events in the lii'e of the Buddha. Yaksas a.nd 

decorative motifs occupy the remaining areas. .t. Sakra does not appee.r 

in any clearly identifiable form. on the reliefs of this period. In 

the reliefs i'rom the intermediate stage certain Jataka tales are re-

presented i'or the first time. Of these tales, five have been icentifiea 

in various reliefs. As well, several new scenes from the life of the 

Buddha are found which are not in evidence in the reliefs from the 

early period. The later stage reliefs at Sanchi B.re from the Gupta. 

period and bear little relation to the reliefs of the early Buddhist 

period. It is the intermediate Period at Sanchi, in 1..rhich representa

tions from both the lii'e of the Buddha and the Jata.ka ta.les e.ppear, anCl 

certain reliefs from Bharhut which are significant for our study. 

Few of the i'igures at these sites are recognizable outside of 

the narrative context. The majority of reliefs deal with the life of 

the Buddha ;.rho is himself not represented in hume.n form; select 2ym-

boIs indicate his presence. The surviving reliefs from Bharhut are 

invaluable in deciphering the partilcular narrative meanings of the 
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reliefs at Sanchi thanks to the inscriptions a large number of them 

contain. From these inscriptions one can identify specific gToupings 

representing scenes in Buddhist legends. "I-1i thout the presence of 

identifying features, the figures cannot be identified. 

Identifying Features 

~ Sakra appears in the reliefs of each of the early Bud~hist 

monuments at SanchI, Bharhut, and Bodh Gaya in one or more of the fol-

lowing forms: with a turban-like headdress of the usual Anchra type; 

with this same turban-like headdress but "lith the additional attributes 

of the amrta flask and the va.ira; ,,,ith a different headcress of cylin---.-
drical form (once "lith laterally projecting "lings); or It!ith the cylin-

d.rical headdress but with the add.itional attributes of the amrta 

flask and the vajra. At Sanchi he appears in three of these forms, 

at Bharhut in one form, and at Bodh Gaya in one form. 

Table 1 shows the formes) in which ~akra appearp at each of 

the three monuments. In addition, "There he appears at a monument, the 

specific textual event d.epicted in the relief is given. The numbers 

follo.ling the event are plate numbers from sources to be namec belm·7 

and are given as reference. 



TABLE 1 

INDRA'S rtEPRESENTATIWS m EARLY BUDDHIS>I 

Turban 

Turban 
and 
Attributes 

Cylindrical 
Headdress 

Cylincrical 
Heaodress 
and 
Attributes 

Bharhut** 

pI 34a Miracle pI XLVIII.7 Bhi~a Jatak~ 
at "'Sravasti 

pI 34c Descent at 
Sanki~a 

pI 35bl IndrasaIa
guha 

pI 18a3 Indra and 
SacI 

pl 49c Adhye~ana 
pl 64a2 II 

pl 64a3 Indrasala
guha 

pI 49a,b 
Six deval
okas 

pI 29c Vessantara 
J8:taka 

pl 65al 'Syama 
Jataka 

pl :a,III. 8 Higapotaka 
J8:taka 

pI XVIII Descent ~t 
S~nkrsa 

PIa te nUlnbers refer to those found In: 

pI XXXIX Incra a~ 
'Santi 

* Ihrshall, J., 3.nd Foucher, A., Thp. Honuments of sanehi, Delhi, 19/ .. L, '101. II 

Plate n~~bers refer to those found in: 
>** CtL.'1ninghao, The Stu';)'3- of' Dh~rhut, V8,ranad: 1962 

Plate numbers refer to those fotL.'10 in: 
***. Coomaras·,.,ralilY, A., La Sculptllre r18 Borh GIl'ro, Paris 

Hhen Sakra is represented in the first form mentioned abov"=l 

(at 'C.;;:::c.:'~ ,-:nd B',"'-a r'," ut) '.'i+h onl'y the t b 1'1 h d' " ~~u ,~~ '".. • _ _ ur an- l~e ea;Gre~~, he IS 

28 
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without other identifying features. He does, however, often appear 

here dressed in royal garb, accompaniec by attendants, and in close 

contact with his elephant, Airavata. This headdress is indicative of 

royal and godly status and is in fact of the early roYal type: ITa 

large muslin turban interwoven with long hair so that a ball of mater-

ial forms a sort of crest at Bharhut and the same type but of a more 

symetrical crossing of the narrow bands of material above the fore-

~-n . ~ 
head at Saachi~ As figures in the reliefs in which Sakra appears 

in this form may also appear with this same headdress, bis identifica-

tion in these reliefs is made difficult. His presence in this form 

must be deduced from textual evidence alone. "Sakra in this form will 

be discussed with refe.rence to the reliefs devoted to Indra' s visit to 

. -
the Buddha at Indrasala.-guha, the descent of the Buddha at Sanki!5a and 

a variety of Jataka tales. 

In the second form, takra appears (at Sa~chI) wearing this 

same turban-like headdress. His identification is facilitated though 

by t"lO attributes exclusive to him: the jar of am:-ta (an ambroda

like liquid) which he holds in his left hand and an object which resem-

bles the Greek thunderbolt which he holds in his right hand. He is in 

this form often dressed in royal garb and accompanied by attendants. 

takra appears at Bodh Gaya disguised as the Brahman ~anti. 

His headgear appears to be that of the third form" 1. e., of the cylin-

drical type. It is a relatively short object. There is some question 

however as to the nature of this detaiL Because this relief depicts 
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-Sakra in disguise, Bachhofferinfers that this cylindrical form. is 

72 nothing more than hair. 

- - ~, 
In a few scenes at Safi'chi Sakra appears in the third form, 

which is distinctive iconographically. His head apparel is unique to 

him alone even at this early stage: a tall cylindrical cro~~ made 

apparently of metal, sometimes bejewelled and once represented with 

what appear to be lateral wings projecting from the sides. This 

headdress is not a turban. In ea~Ly Indian art it appears only in 

connection with Indra. 73 It is the Greek Polos and has been transmitted 

to India through the intermediary of Parthian art. 74 A<- this crown 

is the exclusive property of~akra, this feature coupled with the 

thunderbolt and/or jar of am;-ta .rit.h which it is invariably repre~ented 

at sa:nchi clearly identify this- figure a~ 'Sakra (e. g. Vessantara 

Jataka,;§yama Jataka). 

1atakas, 

The J8:takas are tales of the past lives of the Buecha s,nd 

illustrate the virtue which a bodhisattva must possess if he is to 

attain perfect enlightenment. Many of them are popular legencs of 

pre-Buddhistic origin adapted by Buddhists as illustrative of BUddhist 

doctrine. The Buddha himself is said to have told many of these as 

edifying tales in the course of his career as a teacher. 75 

In the earliest Buddhist reliefs, it is both the Jatakap, and 

scenes from the present life of the Buddha vhich are dominant. 

The reliefs at both Sanchi and Bharhut are thus narrative and 
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include amaz.ing1y minute doe'bails f'rom a given tale.. At Bharhilt, h01-1-

ever, many of these representa~ions are accompanied ~ i~entifying 

inscriptions", These tvo i'eatures IOf the Bmrlm.t. rel.ief's" tbe inscrip

tions and the attention given to detail, suggest. that. the tales repres

ented vere not publically familiar and that precaution was taken to 

insure correct identification. Otherwise why are not all of the 

reliefs inscribed? Identifying inscriptions of this type do not 

appear at San-chI. In addition, there is an almost complete lack of 

perspective. Often in a given relief one finos more than one scene 

from a tale juxtaposed to another from the same tale. Certainly the 

iCCInographic forms and the tales 1-,hich are not inscribed must have 

been familiar enOlugh to render these tangled reliefs readily acce:os

ible. Without the aid OIf textual sources it is almost impossible for 

present day scholars to identify a story or scene in any particular 

relief. 

-Bakra is one of the few heavenly beings that can be consiBtent

ly identified at Sa~chI and Bharhut. The Jatakas in which ~akra 

appears illustrate both his iconographic form and his rele in BudCJ.hist 

legend. He does nOlt, it should be noted, playa starring role in e.ny 

of the reliefs but is rather an important seconda,ry figure. 'Sakra 

appears in the reliefs at sanchi and Bharhut in the foilo',ring Jat?ka 

tales. 
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Vessantara Jat.'lka76 

This important Jataka is illustrated at len~th at SanchL 77 

It is the tale of' a pa~t lire in ~.mich the bodhi:::m.ttvl'1 is born a~ the 

Prince Vessantara. Devotleo. to giving gi.fts, Vessantara gives away his 

iI13.gical elephant. He and his .family are then banisher to the forest 

where he subsequently gives a.Hay everything, i,nclucing his t1·!O chilcren. 

~akra, perceiving Vessantara's virtue, disguises himself as a brahman 

and requests that Vessantara give up his wife. Vessantara co~plies. 

'Sakra then reveals himself and restores to V ~ssantara hiE' Yi:'e~ Fin-

ally, his children ane kingdom are returnea to him ane they live 

happily. 

/Sakra is represented in the relief in bI0 .. rays: in the disguise 

o.f the brahman requesting the Hife of Vessantara; and, in his true 

.form at the end o.f the panel to the left, in the .final ~cene in which 

all is restored to Vessantara. 
". 

The incident of Sakra disguised as a 

brahman requesting the wife of Vessantara is representec.78 Here 

'Sakra appears in the usual costume of a brahman. /.. SakrA., reve?.lerl in 

his true form, appears in princely earb adorned 1·ri th the cylindrical 

headdress peculiar to him79 (figure 2). He carries the thunderbolt in 

his left hand and a jar of am;tr'. :In his right. Thi:: is one of the :e'...' 

scenes at S~nchi in which ~akra appears wearing this headgear. The 

row of figures in which he appears is othe~~ise ~~i~entifip.ble. 

This Jataka was ann is one of the most popular tales recor~ing 

the past lives of the bo~his~ttvn. As illustrative of o~e of the t~n 

virtues required to 0. ttain I3uc;c:hClhoOG (chari ty) an(~ a'3 the Bu:~r~hf'.' s 
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last birth as bodhisattva it plays a focal role in BufJdhist tradition. 

The ability of -Sakra to grant boons indicates the nature of his pm.reT: 

it is in this life that~akra can assist man. Although Vessantara is 

not pleased with his fate in the forest, he does not ask for I:u'"sistance 

"'-from the gods and is later rewarded by Sakra after having been put to 

the test. 'Sakra does not neeo to be called for his assistance; he 

only appears on earth when a being exercises extreme virtue. 

in this case, appears as an essentially moral figure. 

~ - - 80 ,:,yama Jataka 

~ 
Sakra, 

- - 81 This tale is represented at Sanchi. The bodhisattva is born 

to an ascetic husband and wife as a result of Sakra. having foreseen 

that the couple would lose their sight: he he.s sent the bodhisp..ttva 

to be born to them. The child is named ~yama and a.ttencs his parents. 

One day, a king shoots the lad. Learning of the old couple's physical 

affliction, the king attends upon them himself. Ydraculously, the boy 

is cured and the parents recover their sight. 

-§akra appears with one attendant and above the dead child at 

the top of this relief. His right hand is raised in a gesture of 

encouragement; his left holds the amrta flask. As in the Vel"88.ntarH 

Jataka, he wears a tall cylindrical headdress. H01{eVer, in the relief 

of the 'Sva:ma Jataka his headdress is elaborated to include "-That appear 

to be laterally projecting 1tlings. It is here for the first time in 

82 ;.. 
Indian art that this type of headdress appears. Sakre., in this 

relief is the figure responsible for restoring -;$yama. to life. In the 

relief, he is obviously in the air.. Af! this figure is not bound by 
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earthly constraints, he is of godly status. The amrta jar which he 

carries is spoken of as earl.yas the Mahiibharata where it was used by 

Indra for restoring life to the dead. S3 The earliest versions of the 

Pali Jatakas ascribe the act of restoration in this specific tale to a 

goddess. 84 However, there is no figure in this relief identifiable as 

a goddess. Because of "Sakra' s position above the dead .chilo, amrta 

flask in hand, we may assume that, in this specific relief at Sanchi, 

~akra appears not only in the capacity of patron but also in the capac-

ity of the life-restorer. 

K ,. - 85 usa Jataka 

This Jataka represented at Bharhut tells the story of a king 

whose wife bore no children. 86 His subjects are notably distressed on 

this account and prevail upon the king to try all rightful means in 

accordance with the rules of ancient morality to obtain the birth of 

a son. Accordingly, the king sends his· chief queen out into the 

streets as a solemn act under religious sanction in order to find some

one who can give her a child. At this point the throne of'Sakra gloV's, 

awakening him to the virtue of the queen. ~akra carries the queen off 

to his abode and grants her tyTO boons. One is the conception of an 

ugly but wise son; the other is the conception of a handsome but foolish 

son. She chooses to have the ugly son first and accepts the Kusa grass 

given to her by"Sakra. She returns to the king. 'Sakra in disguise as 

a brahman touches her with his thumb and she immediately conceives the 

bodhisattva. 
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The focal point of the relief representing this Jataka is the 

queen informing the king as to her adventures. ~akra is seen behind 

the couple, returning to heaven. His back is to t:pe spectator. 'Sakra 

is not represented in any iconographic form that would identify him as 

the king of Travastrim~a. He is dressed in a nondescript manner. Thus, 

the only means afforded us for his identification as ~akra are context

ual. Again'3akra responds to virtue and acts accordingly. He grants 

the queen two sons and leaves her t.o decide which one (wise or foolish, 

handsome or ugly) is preferable. It is a choice in moral terms: a 

decision is made in favor of good over beauty. 

Miganotaka Jataka87 

In a number of J~takasJl such as the Migepotaka JataJrn, the 

bodhisattva himself is born as ~akra.88 In this particular story, 

there is a hermit who laments the death of his pet deer. The bodhisa-

~ attva born as Sakra appears to the hermit and admonishes him for such 

foolishness. The hermit is ultimately cureo of this madness of 't>reep

ing and 'Sakra returns to his· abod.e. 

A relief of this Jataka is found at Bharhut. The figures are 
./ 

the lamenting hermit, the dead deer, and Sakra who appears in this 

relief wearing the turban-like headdress and without other identifiable 

attributes. This relief must be therefore identified contextually. 

Bhisa Jataka90 

- 91 This scene is represented at Bharhut. In this Jataka the 

story of the bodhisattva who is born into a Brahman family is tolo. 



The bodhisattva renounces the world and retires into the mountains 

wi th his sister, six b:rothers, two servants, and one companion. A tree 

deity, a monkey, and an lelephant are his devotees. Each day one of 

the brothers gathers lotus fibre food for all and divides it" up. He 

then leaves a portion of this food for the others which they must pick 

up individually. The bodhisattva's share disappears on several occas-

ionss Gathering together, they make an oath to the bodhisattva disavow-

ing the theft. '-Suddenly Sakra appears, admits to the crime and praises 

them for sincerity. 

The bodhisattva, ,ak~a, (tree spirit) and monkey appear in the 

relief each with an arm outstretched and thumb in palm, an ancient 

gesture of oath making. 'Sakra appears to the right adorned with the 

royal turban-li~e headdress offering the stolen lotus stalks. An 

elephant appears to the extreme right of the relief. The presence of 

...sakra can only be d'etermined contextually. He vears the turban of 

royalty and carries the lotus stalks indicative of his role in the 

story (figure .3). The scene was idlsntified by Rbys Davids only with 

reference to the inscription which appears here.92 

Only a. small number of Jataka. tales from the entire Jataka 

collection are represented in the reliefs at S;nchi and Bharhut. The 

tales are intended. to be instructive, to be illustrative of a particu

lar virtue necessary to Buddhahood, and to remind the reader/viewer of 

the great sacrifice required of the bodhisattva~ Underlyin~ the 

stories is the knowledge that the bodhisattva was to eventually attain 



supreme en1ightenment~ It is the concern of the Jatakas to deal with 

the nature of the bodhisattva'~, character and this is accomplished wi th

in the context of a narrative. The Jataka reliefs in which ~akra 

appears at Sanchi and Bharhut illustrate the role he plays in Buddhist 

legend. This role is clearly secondary for it is the bodhisattva. 

who is the primary subject of both the reliefs and the tales. 

~akra's iconographic ~orm is distinctive at Sanchi, in the 

two Jatakas in which he appears represented there. In both of the 

reliefs he wears his distinctive cylindrical headdress and carries 

either one or both of the jar of amrta and the vajra. At Bharhut his . 
form is either that of a royal personage wearing the turban-like 

headdress or that of a brahman in disguise. As neither form at Bharhut 

~ 
is unique to Sakra he can only be identified by context. 

Scenes in the Life of the Buddha 

In addition to the Jetakas, or tales of the past lives of the 

~ Buddha, Sakra figures in the present life of the Buddha. The texts 

from the Pali Canon which deal with this subject are contemporaneous 

with the Jetakas~ They will be specified as sources when the reliefs 

depicting the events are discussed. ~akra can be identified here in 

much the same manner as we have seen in the section dealing with the 

Jetakas. 
~ 

However, in the present life of the Buddha, Sakrar~ role is 

always that of an attendant or devotee of the Buddha. In the reliefs 

at San:chl and Bharhut'Sakra appears in the following scenes in the 

life of the Buddha. 
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Th V• '.j. f "6 k .8 ISl" 0 ~·Il.ra 

This event is described in the Sakka-P;'J.nh~. Suttanta or "The 

Questions of Sakka ll
•
93 The Suttanta begins 'When the Exalted One is 

residing on the Vediya mountain in a cave ca.lled Indrasa1aguha wheY'e 

~akra ane other devas are congregated. ~akra, desiring an aucience 

with him, sends Pancasikha, his harpist, with this request. The cave 

at this point is described. as bathed in radiance. PailcaHkha, in orcer 

to gain the attention of the Buddha, proceeds to play his harp and 

recite certain verses. The Buddha is 1.,rell pleased with the music and 

grants 'Sakra. an audience. 
/-
Sakra appears with his retinue and asks a 

variety of questions relating to the Buddhist doctrine the answers to 

which suffice to convince him of the Truth of the BUddhist doctrine. 

'Sakra is taught the dharma and realizes that enlightenment is not '.ion 

by blows or the defeat of asuras (which are Indra's' typical feats) but 

94 by dharma. Having his questions answered and his doubts dispeller:, 

~akra worships the Buddha and vows to teach the Dharma himself. 95 

There are three reliefs depicting this scene which are of 

early date: those from Bharhut, SanchI ana Bodh Gayi. 

The earliest of these reliefs -at Bharhut- is identified by 

means of the inscription InGra-s~la-~uh~ (figure 4).96 The relief is 

not entirely intact yet one clin discern the characteristics , ..... hich are 

to become the identifying features of other reliefs of this subject. 

The fragment ..... hich ',lOuld identify the m.,rner of the hane'! ha=- been lost. 

Ho, .... ever in the context of the Sutt::lnta, the harp is sufficient cat a to 

identify it ~s having been part of the Panca~ikha figure. 
./ 
Sakr'a doe::: 



not appear in distinctive i'orm. in this reliei'. Either he appears as 

one of the devas who wait at the cave or his i'igure ha~ been lost qr 

he 'Was not represented at all. The presence of the Bucdha is indicat-

ed by an altar canopied by an umbrella i'rom which hang two garlands. 

Rocks are piled above the altar indicating a rocky grotto ,,'hich is 

polished inside. A small Indrasala tree"is ~hovn on the upper ridge 

of the cave grOi.[ing amongst the reeks. Ti.ro monkeys sit on rocks above 

the cave and two bears look out from piles of rocks. 

Two dii'ferent reliefs dealing with this event appear at S;nchi. 

In the i'irst (figure 5), the cave is rendered at the top oi' the panel 

in a manner similar to that found at Bharhut but with an arched front 

and flames issuing from the rocks elt the top.97 Mountain goats on the 

right and lions on the left replace the monkeys ana bears from Bharhut. 

Panca§ikba appears on the right with his harp. Inside the cave a 

small tree grows in i'ront of which is an altar indicating the Buddha's 

presence. 'Sakra cannot be r1ecognized by any particular attribute or 

headdress. However, it may be supposed that he is the central figure 

of the ten figures representing the devas who appear in hID rows below 

the cave wearing the Andhra type turban. This central figure is Flight-

ly larger than the others of this group, and stands, with his back to 

the spectator in an attitude of reverent supplication. This relief 

is one of the most lelaborate ana detailed treatments of this particu-

lar event. The second relief at SaflchI dealing with this event does 

so very minimally: only the outline of the grotto can be deciphered. 98 

T 'I"" 
i " 
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A. relief' at Bodh Gaya vhieh dates from the first century B.C.E., 

represents this event also. 99 The cave is indicated in the usual man-

ner, but, a step and railing have been added externally. An altar 

without an umbrella indicates the Buddha's presence. To the right of 

the cave is 'That appears to be a tree. To the left is Pa.ncasikha 

holding his harp. ~akra is not represented. 

The identifying iconographic features of this event are fixed 

at Bharhut and Sanchi~ They are: the cave, the presence of the Sala 

tree, and the figUre of Pa.'ricasikha. The inscription i~entifies the 

Bharhut relief and the above elements, also present at Bharhut, denote 

the scene in most subsequent reliefs. 
~ 

The presence of Sakra can only 

be' inferred from the texts. If he is represented, he appears as one 

of the figures in front of the cave at Bharhut and is at SaTlchi the 

central figure in the upper row. Distinguishing attributes of other 

figures are lacking except with respect to Panca.'sikha. It is this 

figure whose presence alone in the Bodh Gaya relief suffices to re

call the event. The animals above the cave inc.icate the wilcness of 

the area and the flames issuing from the rocks at Sanchi corresponc 

with the description of the cave in the Sakka paffha Suttanta. lOO The 

tree which appears in most of the reliefs may be inoicative of the 

name of the cave, Indrasalaguha. 

The subject of this event as indicated in the texts and the 

~ 
reliefs is an affirmation of faith by the god Sakra. The implication 

is clear: The desirability of the Buddhist doctrine is emphasizeo in 
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that even the king of the gods, once he ha~ heard the answers of the 

Master, is unable to resist capitulation. ~akra simply becomes here-

after a staunch supporter of the new faith. This mythic moce of 

affirmation regarding faith (~akra affirms the Buddhist ooctrine) " has 

,,101 . its historical correlative in the Hariva~sa w~th respect to the 

confrontation between Indra and Krsna. As noteo, in that event Indra .. 
responds to Krsna's interference with violence and accepts Krsna's . . . . 
superiority only when he is proven unsuccessful. In the Budc3hist con

text it is ~akra who takes the initiative in seeking out the Budcha for 

answers to his questions. After having heard the answers and perceiv-

ing them to be true he affirms the Buddha's superior wisdom. 

actions here testify to his nature as a thinking moral being. 

~ 
Sakra's 

This is reminiscent thematically of the visit of Indra and 

Verocana to Prajapati recorded in the Chandogya Upanisad.102 The pur-
• 

pose of the visit in Pa1i and Hindu texts is to seek instruction. It 

is therefore suggested by narrative example that the reader seek out 

the truth of the claim contained in the texts rather than rely on sec-

ondary sources. Indeed, what better example could one fallen" than that 

of a god to whom one is devoted? 

The inscription of this episode at Bharhut is of course critical 

to an understanding of the narrative event in which it figures. Be-

cause of the nature of Prakrt, the inscribeo wores can be read in tloTO • 

different ways: either as Inara sa1a {Plha (or tbe cave of the Incira 

sal tree); or Inara ~aj1a [uha (or the rocky cavern of Incra). In 
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both cases the inscription is explanatory. As IUnra sala gyba, it 

'Would refer to the tree 'Which appears in most. of the reliefs in 

early Buddhist art which treat this event. This same expression occurs 

- - - 103 in several passages of the Die-ha N:ikava of the Pali Canon. . A<. Inr'ra 

'Saila guha or InoTa 511a guhi, it 'OTould refer to the rock cave in 

which the altar representing the Buddha appears. These particular 

words, Inara sIla guha, appear in an inscription of a relief dealing 

with this event on a later Buddhist site at Ghosrawa in Bihar.104 

The name Indra~.ailaguhi is also used by the Chinese Pilgrims.Fa-hsien 

and Hsuan-tsang (In-to-lo-shi-lo-kia-ho-shan).105 

Keeping the Indra/gakra relationship in mind, the words Inora 

.galla guha take on an interesting light in the framework of the dev-

elopment of this relationship, and of the relationship between the 

Vedic and the Buddhist historical periods. If indeed the meaning of 

the inscription is 'the cavern of Indra I, one ""loula expect to find IndTa 

represented in the eave. We do not. Rather it is the altar represent-

ing the presence of the BUddha that takes this position in the cave. 

The Buddha has taken Indra's designated place. Indra has thus been 

displaced passively, as what had been his is nm., the Buddha's. If he 

is indeed among the devotees in the relief, he has been displaced 

actively, as his act of pilgrimage is implicative of his acquiescence 

to the Buddha. Devotees had praised Indra; now Inara praises the 

Buddha. In this context, this is nOit only an affirmation or the 

Buddha's supremacy but an affirmation of Indra's loss of' C'upremacy. 
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Divyavadana, the Dhammapada .Commentary, th~ travels of Fa-hsien, and 

Hsuan-tsang.109 In all oi these account~ of this event, the main 

points o~ the story remain the same although the details differ. The 

story according to the introduction of' the Sarabha miga Jataka is as 

fo11oHs. 

After having performed the! miracles at ~ravasti~ of mriltiply-

ing his person while walking in the air, the Bueche. :a.scends to Travas-

ttimsa heaven in order to teach the gods. There he remains until the • 
festival is over. He then descends to earth at Sabki~a by means o~ a 

stairway which 'Was constructed by the architect Vi§vakarma at the 
/ 

command of Sakra. It is a single stairway with three parallel divis~ 

ions: one of gems, one of silver, and one of gold. 'Sakra, "'ho c~r-

ries a bowl and robe, Suyama, who bears a yak's tail fan, and Brahma, 

who carries a sunsbade, as well as the deities o~ the ten thousand 

spheres, pay homage to him. Having descended, the Master questions 

his disciples and then declares the Law to the entire company. 

On the west gate of Bhilrhut is a relief of the great ladder by 

which the Buddha descended (figure 6).110 This ladder is portraye0 as 

a triple flight of stone steps. At the top of the mid(:le ladder is one 

footprint engraved with a wheel indicating the Buddha's teachings to 

the gods in Trayastrim~a heaven~ There is an identical :footprint at . 
the bottom of the middle ladder indicating the preaching of the lai-! to 

those spectators who were present at his descent. This group of 

spectators appears in three rows to the left of the ladder wearing 
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The Buddha. asserts himself as master or Indra who himself hac been 

master of the gods. Moreover we may dra", some inferences from the 

labeling of the relief as Indra 'Saila guha ",hen in fact He kri.o"r from 

" textual evidence that the event deals with the god Sakra. 

This voluntary act of accession to the Buddhist Dha!1!la is 

governed by ethics anc. morality. The demand to choose what is right 

(in this case Buddhism) renders'Sakra an agent of morality.106 In 

the Vedic age, the emphasis in the character of Incre. is not on the 

moral aspect of his actions: he slays demons because he likes to 

slay demons. As '§akra acts in favor of good, he is not the Inera of 

the Vedic period but is rather lndra in a Buddhist context. He is 

seen here as an esteemed figure. 'Sakra is a being who 1Jillingly acts 

in favor of Buddhist truth; and remains both a staunch supporter of 

the new faith and a devotee of the Buddha. 107 

It is in this role that he appears overwhelmingly in later 

Buddhism. The reliefs at sanchI and Bharhut and the corresponding 

texts which represent this event in the present life of the Buddha are 

among the earliest indications of his career in the Buddhist context. 

The Descent at Sanklsa (or Samk;sya) . 
Another story in which "Sakra plays a role and which is depict

ed at SanchI and Bharhut is that of the descent of the Buadha (devava-

tara) from travastrimsa at Sankr~a~ This event is relatec in the 

preamble to the Sarabha miga Jataka and functions as a story of the 

present life of the Buddha.108 It also occurs in later texts: the 
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turbans identical to those of the flying figures above, i.e., the 

-
Andhra-type turban. In the upper portion of the relief, t~o to the 

left and one to the right of' the ladder, appear three flying figures. 

A tree grows to the right hand side of the ladder and under it is a 

sea t which is cove'red '1011 th lotus marks and is canopied by e.n umbrella 

from which hang garlands. In front of and to the right of this seat 

is a group of individuals who sit with joined hands and whol are, one 

would assume, listening to the i.Yords of the Master. They wear turbans 

-of two types: a nondescript turban, or one of the Andhra-type turbans. 

This mixture of turban types would imply that the group is either com-

posed of men and royal personages or men and deities. 

A relief similar to the above is found at S;nchi (figure 7). 

The ladder is here constructed without divisions. Above the ladGer, 

the sermon of the Buddha to the gods is represented: six seated 

divinities, two of whom playa drum, surround a tree which is sur-

mounting a seat. At the bottom of the ladder is another seat sur-

mounted by a tree. On either side of this are small human figures. 

In the middle of the relief between these two similar groupings and on 

ei ther side of the ladder appear two ro,,,s of deities wearing royal 

Andhra-type turbans who accompany the Buddha on his descent. These 

deities are larger in stature than the group of human figures appea:r-

ing at the bottom of the ladder. (Size is a common inoicator in the 

reliefs at SafichI and is used to denote degree of importance. Gener-

ally, the largest figures are deities.) 
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In the relief the Buddha l.S depicted as teaching the goas in 

Trayastrim§a heaven, descending from that heaven, and·teaching again .. . 

on earth. PJLthough in other reliefs heavens are depicted, this event 

is the first event represented at SanchI which does not take place on 

earth but in heaven. 

The task of identifying either Sakra or Bra.bmB: amongst the 

deities who appear in these reliefs is impos~ible. The above mentioned 

texts (which are later in date) in which the Descent at Sanki~a is 

recorded affirm the presence of ~akra and Brahma at this event. How

ever, neither the relief at San chI nor the relief at Bharhut give us 

clear iconographic evidence of their presence. ~lliat is icentifiable 

in these reliefs are figures who represent deities. Later textual 

versions of this event - the texts used by the sculpures of the 

Gandhara period as referents to this event - clearly specify not only 

~ -. Sakra's and Brahma ", s presence but their position relative to the 

Buddha as well. The reliefs at Gandhara actually represent the physical 

f'orm of the Buddha and, in the reliefs which depict this event, place 

a recognizable~akra to his left and Brahma to his right. This icono-

graphic format whic:h appears elsewhere at Gandhara become", in la.ter 

Gandharanrelief's the format chosen to represent the Buddha flanked 

by two borlhisattyas. 111 Hence, as both the later Budnhist texts and 

the reliefs at Gandhara representing this scene give specific informa-· 

tion regarding the presence of §akra and Brahma at this event, ano as 

the texts of the early Buddhist Canon refer to their presence at this 

event, we can assume that, however unidentifiable they are, ~akra and 
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Brahma are present in the reliefs at sanchi and Bharhut which deal with 

this present life of the Buddha. 

In addition, it should be noted .that these reliefs at Sench! 

and Bharhut are both preceeded by reliefs identifiable as the miracle 

;' - -at Sravasti. If one creClits the later Divvavadana as the 'referent for 

the ~ravastI reliefs, as does Foucher, then the tale must have been 

concurrent with the execution of this relief. 112 The Divyave.d"1na 

. ~ specifies that the. BudClha ~s flanked by Sakra and Brahma. In these 

early Buddhist reliefs of the miracle of ~ravastI, figures recognizable 

as deities appear on either side of the. Buddha. A~ this event is the 

preamble to the descent at Sannsa in the Sarabha niira Jataka, the tHO 

events are part of one larger unit. So must the reliefs be vieweo .• 

Tvro of the alcolytes in both of the reliefs dealing with these hro 

events at sanchi and Bharhut are representations of ~akra and Brahma. 113 

The iconogrephic ~akra/Buddha/Brahma motif has been clearly 

established neither at Sanch! nor at Bharhut. As it has been establish-

~ 

ed however, that Sakra and Brahma figure in the texts in some form and 

attendant to the Buddha, this relationship is implied iconographically 

at this early date. The position of the two figures relative to the 

Buddha, though, has not been fixed. 

The absolute excellence of the Buddha would of course not be 

indicated if he were represented with earthly attendants only. The 

notion of attendant implies service and protection. These in fact are 

the two characteristics that Sakra is imbued with and which are 
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exemplified by the Pali Canon with respect to the Buddha and his fol

lowers. 114 Devas appearing attendant to the Buddha further enhance 

the position of the Buddha himself. How could mere men oppose a 

figure whose well-being is ::afeguarded by not only cevas but Clevas vlho 

are in his service? 

.". 

Devas, specifically Sakra, respond to exceptional acts of good-

ness and asceticism and grant favors to the wise. The permanent alleg-
.". 

iance which Sakra exhibits towards the Buddha is, however, textually 

unprecedented. The Epic texts, Inara" responds reluctantly "!;lhen summon-

ed by exceptional rsis and in one case attempts to disuaCle a seer from 
o;r;-

practising tapa;:;.1l5 In Buddhist legend Sakra does at one point in 

the Alambusa .Tataka attempt to disuade a seer from doing so; hOl,rever, 

he realizes his folly and subsequently repents. 1l6 .", 

In general, Sakra 

does not question the authority of BuCldhist doctrine. Rather, praise 
",' 

and homage are in order. Brahm[ and Sakra textually and by icono-

graphic implication honor the Buddha by accompanying him on his descent 

to earth. Their presence with the Buddha is to become even more common-

place, particularly in later iconography. 

Miscellaneous Representations of Sakra 

~akra figures in certain early reliefs other than those pre-

viously described. These are: heavenly scenes, or the scenes of 

Sakrafs heaven; the visits of ~akra and Brahma; and at Bodh Gaya, 

Sakra as 'Santi ~ 
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Heavenly Scenes 

There is at SanchI a non-narrative representation of the 

worlds of the devas which has no particular textual source (figure 8).117 

The relief is divided into three compartments, each dividec by carved 

pillars and each representing one or the six Kamavacara heavens. In 

each of these central compartments is a figure wearing an early Andhra-

type turban, holding a vajra in his right hand, and an amrta flask in 
• 

his left. Seated next to him is a rigure identiried as a crO'ltm ',; 

prince. 118 It is the upper compartment, which represents Tra.yastriI!lsa, 

'" over which Sakra resides properly and immediately presides. The type 

in all of the central compartments is ~akra. He wears the headdre~s 

'" of royalty, carries an am:ta rlask as in the Syama Jataka and the vajra 

as in the Vessantara JB:taka. These latter attributes, the vsJraa.nd 

the rlask or amrta, are specific tal ~akra at SanchI. 
& 

In addition to this relier of the heavens, there is a relief 

_I'W ... ~ 
at Sanch~ representing Sakra's heaven. The subject or the relief is 

the Turban-relic restival. The restivities revolve around the Turban 

of the bodhisattva which was discarded at the time "lhen he renounced 

life in the palace. 
~ 

The discarded turban was rescued by Sakra .rho 

carried it to Tra.yastrim~a where it was enshrined. ll9 The turban de-
o 

picted is like that .. ,0m by ~akra (of the usual Andhra-type) and is 

the focal point of the relief. Deities pay homage to it and 

ap~arases, who dwell in ~akra I s hea1l'en, dance below. In a relief 

adjacent to this an elephant with t,.ro riders appears .. 120 It has un-

fortunately been damaged and no attributes have survivec'! which would 
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render a positive identification possible, but the two riders may be 

~akra and his wife Saci hastening themselves to Trayastrimea for the 

festival. A lOimH.ar scene representing the :festival appears at 

Bharhut although no distinctive attributes are apparent.121 

V B - .t. isits of rahma and. Sakra 

According to the Pali Canon, 'Sakra a.nd Brahma visited the 

Buddha several times.122 On one olC!casion they did so after the 

Enlightenment in order to persuade the Buddha to preach the Dharma. 

This has prompted Marshal to identify ~akra and Brahma in two reliefs 

at Sanchr as amon~ the gods appearing there. l2.3 However, as Sakra and 

Brahma lack identifying features as part of the group of deities wear

ing Andhra-type turbans, it must be from textual evidence alone that 

Marshall makes this assumption. 

~ "-Sakra as Santi 

One finds at Bodh Gaya a relief of "Sakra disguised as '§ant1, 

the gardener. 'Santi offered Ku~a grass to the Bless.eo One ,.,ho then 

. sat beneath the Bodhi tree. The figure wears the cyclindrical cro~m 

f "s k d h ld th . ·h· h ..:l 124 o a ra an 0 s e grass ~n ~s anu .• 

Conclusion 

" Sakra appears in a varietyclf iconographic motifs at the early 

Buddhist monuments. Some general observations may be made regarding 

" the sites themselves as well as specific observations regarding Sakra. 
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The reliels at both s~chI and Bharhut are executed with little 

regard for the three-dimensional medium with which the artist has to 

work. Scenes are jammed together vith little attempt to separate the 

episodes in a single story nor to place figures or objects in perspec

tive. The events are depicted in detail: little is left to the. 

imagination of the spectator .. · Reliefs are designed to illustrate 

specific stories and take the form of continuous narratives. They have, 

so to speak, no independent existence: one must know the content of 

the texts themselves to make the reliefs meaningful. The tales are 

designed to be instructive. The detail and the inscriptions found e.t 

Bharhut insure correct identification. Not all the reliefs are in

scribed, perhaps because Bharhut represents a transitionary stage in 

y,hieh identifying inscriptions bec/1me optional. It is because of the 

abundance of Jatakas represented that Bharhut is said to have been in 

the mainstream of the Jataka tradition. 125 At sanchI the inscriptions 

are altogether lacking: the iconographic form which depicts the 

events had become familiar enough so as to al10w for their elimination. 

Because of the dearth of artistic representations from the pre

Buddhist period, it is at SanchI that 'Sakra is first depicted in a 

distinctly identifiable form. Thus what has previously been s,n 

entirely textual and ritual presence becomes in Buddhism an icono

graphic one as well. Sakra thus becomes a concrete iconographic per

sonage. His iconographic representa.tions are distinguished by the 

following variables: he appears in diverse situations, i.e., the 
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scenes; his presence is indicated by his headdress; he often appears 

with distinctive attributes .(the vajra and/or the jar of amrta) and 
• 

he often appears simply as a figure amidst a crowd of other figures. 

,:. 
In all cases Sakra appears as a figure secondary to the Buaaha. He 

is. in .early Buddhist iconography depicted as a royal figure. In some 

reliefs his heavenly nature is indicated by his position in mia-air 

(,syama Jataka). This device, coupled with a halo, identifies this 

figure as a god in the later reliefs at Gandhara. 

'" Sakra's role in the Jataka~ is that of the protector or 
, 

guardian angel. Sakra as guardian angel is not however identical to 

~akra as attendant of the Buddha. Only a hint of the role in which 

'" . . Sakra acts in consort to the Buddha is contained in the reliefs at 

Sanchi (specifically the descent at Sarudsa and. the miracle at 

/ - -) Sravasti • It is, however, verified by subsequent reliefs s.t Gandhara 

and ~thurn dealing with this very event. 

The notion of attendance implies devotion. 
,; 
Sakra s.t the time 

of his conversion (Inora~ailaguha) declares his devotion to the Buddha • 
., 

The direction this devotion takes is reflected. by Sakra an a.ttencant 

of the Buddha. In proclamation of the truth which the Buddha proclaims 

he actively accompanies him through most of the major events in the 

life of the Buddha and on which BUddhist legend focuses. In later 

iconography at Gandhara this characteristic is emphasized.. 
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By the time of the execution of the reliefs 'at Bharhut, 

Sanchi, and Borlh Ga,a~ takra 1s character is specifically Buddhist in 

conte:x:t, Le., as these are Buddhist reliefs, this is a Buddhist god. 

However, these reliefs show us that a certain degree of similarity 

exists between the Vedic god Indra and the Buddhist god 'Sakra. Con-
". 

tinuity is established in terms of Sakra's ability to disguise himself, 

his sovereignty over the heaven of the thirty-three (Buddhist Trayast

ri~a), his response to great acts of virtue, and his granting of 

favors to the virtuous. Inc1ra proceeds in such actions with some 

reluctance. Although traces of this reluctance in the activities of 
r 
Sakra are hinted at in Buddbist sources, in general, his favor~ are 

granted automatically: he is a god striving for righteousness. The 
; 

moral aspect of Sakra's actions is emphasized in the Pali Canon while 

the moral aspect of Indra's actions in pre-Buddhist stories is only 

occasionally intimated. The Jataka~ in which ~akra is mentioned favor 

this role. 
~ 

Sakra then is not just Indra transposed into the Buddhist 

tradition but is Indra transformed in the Buddhist context. 'Sa.kre. has 

attained the position of a moral being via moral actions ana he is 

bound to act accordingly in Buddhist tales. The specifically Buddhist 

~ 

aspects of his personality, while remaining characteristic of Sakra, 

will undergo a further transformation .. !hich is recorded in the lEtter 

Buddhist -art at Gandhara and Mathuril. 

11"'" 

I 

j" 



CHAPTER THREE 

SAKRA ill THE ART OF GAImHARA AND HATHUPi 

,-
The figure of Sakra continues to evolve both textually ann 

iconographically from the first to the third century C.E. incorresponc-

ence yith the comtinuous development from Hinayana to Mahayana Buddhism 

to be shown below. He appears at Gandhara and ~~thura in the same 

Jatakas and scenes from the life of the Buddha in ~hich he was repre-

sented at Sanchi and Bharhut. But he is depicted here not only in 

additional scenes from these narratives but .also in situations removed 

from any narrative context. His iconography is unique: he ~ears a 

cyli.."'ldrical headdress anc, frequently, bears attributes which are 

specific to him. " --As Sakra is identification is at Gandhara and fA"~thura 

. ~ - -unmistakable,. in the representations of the Miracle at Sravasti and 

of the Descent at Sankisa)at these two sites the two figures flanking 

the Buddha which could only be textually icentified in the reliefs of 

-..... -these events at Sanchi and Bharhut, can here iconographically be 

identified as §akra and Brahma. Hence it is here for the first time 

in Buddhist iconography that the ~akra/Buddha/Brahma triad is encount

ered. 'Sakra removed from the world of the J~taka Tales is nov an inde-

pendent figure adoring the Buddha. This triad will alter in time, but 

it sets the pattern for much of later Buddhist iconography. 

There is in addition a VP. j ra-bearing figure appeadnl; "l.d in:i:-,-

" it~~ in Gandharan art who is related to Sakra. This figure too· unrer-

54 
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goes transformation in .time but remains an important ~igure in later 

Buddhist art. 

It remains no., to examine the ne.., i'igure of Sakra from Ganc.hara 

and Mathura in the light of historical and religious developments of 

the period. 

Historic.al Details Reg-arding Style 

In the early centuries of' the present era (C.E.) there arose 

in India ne.., and prolii'ic art forms at Gandhara in the northwest and 

Mathura, to the south. It is in this period that Mahayana Buddhism 

'Was beginning to claim supremacy in India. The art i'orms at Gandhara 

and tf.athura cannot exclusively be: labeled as products of Mahayana 

Buddhism but· represent a curious mixture of the older (Hinayana) 

and the new (Mahayana). Gandharan and Mathuran artists maintained a 

continuity ..,ith earlier representations, the same scenes being repyes

ented with the same elements present. Jataka tales continue to be 

represented as do scenes in the lii'e of the Buddha. The former, h01J

ever, are represented less frequently than the latter. The number of 

the scenes of the lii'e oi' the Buddha increases as does the number of 

elements of .,hieh they are composed. In addition, it is at this time 

that the first image of the BUddha in human form is fashioned, in 

Gandharan reliefs ..,i th a decidedly Hellenistic appearance ane in 

P.athura in a more indigenous style. 

It is in this period that the Kushans came to po"Tp,r in the 

northern portion of the Inc ian subcontinent and became p~trons of 
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Buddhism and, by extension, Budchist art. The·Kushan empire maintainer. 

trade connections ~ith the empires of Rome and China. The coming of 

the Kushans corresponds in time to the rise of these distinctly new 

art forms (e.g., images of the Buddha) which became standardized forms 

later spreading to the Far East. 

Foreign elements are therefore commonplace in the art of 

Gandhara, although less frequent at Mathura. One need not explore 

the ~eb of intricate arguments which pervades the que8tion of the 

origination of forms at Gandhara and Hathura. There .Tere even at 

San-chi elements of foreign origin; foreign elements in the art of 

of Gandhara simply become more·numerous. The art of both Ganohara and 

and Mathura remains, however, Buddhist in theme and· predominantly 

Indian in conception. Many of these depictions by the end of the 

Gandharan period(fourth century C.E.)have become rigid traditional forms 

from which artists rarely deviate" 

Inentif7in~ Features 

-Salcra appears invariably in the art of Gandhara and Hathura in 

the garb of a royal figure and wearing either one of tvo types of 

headdresses: the cylindrical beadnress (...,bich is often bejewelled 

is decorated .lith a syrrL.'TIetrical crisscrossing of bands [Figure 9J ) 

or 

or 

the Kusharrtype turban or royalty (i(jentified by a.symetrical cro~sing 

of narro~ bands of material above the forehead which are cra.m throu~h 

and knotted about a circular or oval metal plate placed o~ the crest). 

Additionally, he may be represented a~ holding a vajra, sporting a 
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moustache, orweati.ng earrings and a necklace. 

As the ~akra/Buddha/Brabma triad is to become of increasing 

importance in the art of' later periods we would do well to be a"rare 

of Brahma~ distinguishing characteristics as well. He can be most 

often identified by his coiffure "Thich is worn with hair loose and 8. 

knot, (jata) symbolic of an ascetic, on top. His clothing is scanty 

and not infrequently does he carry the water bottle (kamandalu) usually 

associated with ho.ly men. 

Jataka~ and Scenes from the Present Life 
of the Buddha 

The content and scope of the large number of scenes in the 

life of the Buddha and certain Jitakas executed at this time are more 

extensive than that found at Sanch!. Certain new Jatakas are intro-

duced to the iconographic reportoire. Increasing attention is paid 

to the life of the Buddha in re~iefs, and corresponding texts were 

compiled in this period devoted to the story of the Buddha. Specific-

. aUy, episodes which had app1eared in various texts of the Pali Ce.non 

concerning the life of the Master were now written as a unified textual 

account of the life of the Buddha. These texts are the Buddha.cari tao 

written by Asvaghosa, the Lalitavistara, and the Me.havastu. All three 

texts are invaluable aids in deciphering Gandharan reliefs. 

Wbether it is the case that new art forms preceded and hence 

influenced the descriptions of events in these texts as GrUnwedel main

tains126 or that the texts preceded and hence influencec the composition 
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of the reliefs is a moot print. Both texts and iconography arose ,.;i th-

in the prevailing spirit of Buddhism. They are interdepencent and 

developed contemporaneously. We shall not consider here the texts 

concerning the life of the Buddha and the reliefs which give them 

form, but rather utilize both in an attempt to discover the oevelop

ing role of Sakra • 

.Jatakas 

The .Jatakas are represented at Gandhara far less frequently 

than the scenes of the life of the Buddha. . .-
Those in wh1ch Sakra plays 

a role and in which he is represent.ed in distinctive form are as 

follo'W's. 

"Sibi .Jataka 127 

~ 

In his birth as King Sibi, the bodhisattva displays his excel-

lence by saving a pigeon who is being pursued by a sparrov hawk. Af' 

compensation ~ibi offers the hawk a portion of his own fl·esh equal to 

the weight of the pigeon. Scales are brought and the pigeon is placed 

on one side. The pigeon, however, magically grOH'S heavier as 'Sibi' s 

flesh is added. The scales balance only when Sibi r s whole body has 

been given and it is at this point 1~hat Sakra intervenes and brings 

an end to this sacrifice. 

A relief representing this tale is found in Gandhara. 128 

'" Sakra watches the scene with his right hand raised above the scale 

apparently preparing to control the ending. He wears his distinctive 
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cylindrical crown and carries the vaj:ra in his left hand. The halo 

with which he is adorned is a device found in Gandhara, being seen only 

in representations of the Buddha and devas. 

nipankara Jataka129 

The bodhisattva is born as the brahman Megha at the time of 

nipankara Buddha. Megha pays hommage to nlpankara and nIpankara pre-

dicts that he will become a Buddha in the future. 

On a stele from Shotorak (second to third century C.E.), 

Dipankara Buddha is standing with his right hand in abhayamuara (figure 

10). Megha appear's twice: once carrying a 'IITater vare ana. once prostr

ating himself,at the feet of the Buddha. §akra and Brahma appear above 

on either side of the Buddha carrying parasols and paYing hommage to 

him. 'Sakra wears his cylindrical t~rown and Brahma the locks of a 

brahman ascetic. 

V " ./ - J- 130 essantara ana Syama ataka 

Unfortunately many of the reliefs of these tales are fragmen

tary or only represent certain scenes in the stories.13l Sakra does 

not always appear.132 One relief found at Taxila portrays ~akra in 

the ~yama Jataka much as 'he appeared at Sanchi, carrying the jar of 

ambrosia and wearing his cylindrical crown. 133 Ho-,.;ever, here in 

Gandhara the crown is "Tithout the laterally projecting ,.rings. 

Kumbha Jataka134 

In addition to these Gandharan representations of the Jatakas, 
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an int,eresting contemporary representation of the Kumbha Jataka appears 

in the later reliefs at Bodh Gaya.,135 'Sakra is responsible for a dis:"" 

course on the evils of drink. The king to whom he speaks is disuaded 

from drinking and all ends well. 

One can only wonder at the: ~-slurping hero of the Vedas 

who now figures as a proselytyzing abstainer. The relief here, dated 

in the second century, C.E., is illustrative of the need for abstinence 

and hence the need. for restraint. This transformation of Sakra can be 

viewed as evidence of his now fully Buddhist character. 

Scenes in the Present Life 

The Birth 

Scenes from this event appear at Sanchl and Bharhut where they 

possess features which are to remain constant, i.e., they become icono-

graphic hallmarks of the event. Primarily, identification of the 

nativity is established with reference to the figure of the mother, 

Maya, who is clinging to the branch of a tree with her right hand, the. 

bodhisattva issuing from her right side. 

At the earlier sites, the presence of the Buddha is indicated 

only by symbols "'hile in the several Gandharan and Mathuran representa-

tions he appears in human form, sometimes with a halo, sometimes with-

out. In attendance at the birth at Saffchi and Bharhut there are 

several figures, none of whom have distinguishing characteristics, 

while at Gandhara and Mathura the birth scene is representee. with e. 

variety of figures in attendance. In the context of this event Sakra 
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takes the-following forms. 

In certain rel.ieJ·s the figure who receives the child is haloed 

although he does not wear a cylindrical cro,.m.136 Griinwedel has iden-
,. 

tified this figure as Sakra in the relief from Loriyan Tangai. The 

same figure appears with neither crown nor balo--m certain reliefs. l .37 

An identifiable ~akra receives the child on a sacred cloth in 

a relief from the first century G.E. at Gandhara in reliefs from the 

138 second century (see also figures 11, 12), and in one from- Benares, 

third century C.E.139 while Brahma stands to the left. 
,.. 
Sakra wears 

his distinctive cylindrical crown and holds the sacred cloth~ Brahma 

can be identified by his typical coiffure (figure 11). In the relief 

~ 
from Benares Sakra kneels to receiV'e the child. 

~ 
According to textual sources, both Sakra and Brahma are present 

at the birth.140 In one case ~. are said to have received him.l41 

,. 
The pilgrim Hsuan-t,sang tells. us definitely that Sakra receiveo the 

bodhlsattva.142 
;' 

The identification of Sakra by Hsuan-tsang and in the 

Gandharan and Benares relief is certain. It is probable, therefore, 

given textual confirmation and given the immediately preceding verifiable 

identifications from reliefs of this period, that the unidentifiable 

~ 

figure in reliefs of the nativity is Sakra. In any case, it is certain 

that, although there is some textual confusion as to loTho received the 

"" -child, Sakra and Brahma are present at the event. 

The first Days of the bodhisattva 

'" There are two events in which Sakra figures after the birth 
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of the bodhisattva: the seven steps taken by the child in declaration 

of his Buddhahood, and the bath of the newly born infant. 

In four of the Ganclharah reliefs representing the birth, the 

child is shown twice (e.g. figure 12):143 once issuing from his 

mother's side and once in a standing position. This secone represen-

tation of the child is in reference to the seven steps he weI':' believed 

to have taken at birth.l44 'Sakra f s participation is confirmed by the Phu 

Yau King.145 Howe~er, of the four representations employing this motif, 

it is only a relief from Swat that Sakra's presence can be iconographic

ally verified with specific reference to this event.146 Here he appears 

with his cylindrical headdress, standing to the left of the child and 

holding his vajra in his right hand. Brahma appears on the right of 

the child holding a water vessel (kamandalu). , 

At least four reliefs from Gandhara illustrate the first bath 

of the bodhisattva.147 §akra and Brahma stand respectively on the left 

and right behind the child and pour holy water from flasks over him • 

... 
In three representations, Sakra wears his cylindrical headdress and 

carries a vajra in his left hand (e.g. figure 13). In one relief ~akra 

carries a vajra and wears a lrushan-type turban (see .figure 14). Brahma 

is .figured wearing his characteristic coif.fure. 

The Buddhacarita states that two streams of water from heaven 

bathe the child but does not speci.fy the source of this water.148 In 

the Mahavastu two pitchers of water simply appear in the sky .for this 

purpose. 149 



It is only in the later Chinese Phu Yau King that§akra and 

Brahma "cause water to flow for washingtrthe child. 150 Yet their pre-

sence is clearly indicated in at least these three reliefs of the 

event dated first to third century C.E. Hence, §akra and Brahma's 

presence at this early date confirm that in the early centuries C.E. 

'" Sakra and Brahma'sl activities in this sphere were well kno"m. From 
~ 

available evidence it would seem therefore that Sakra's and Brahma's 

iconographic presence in the early Gandharan period pre-dates their 

textual participation. Perhaps this is one instance of art supplying 

details for textual descriptions. 

The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach 

This event takes place after the enlightenment. The Buddhacarital5l 

and Saddharmapundari~52 state that Brahma requested that the Buddha .. 
teach. The Lalitavistara ascribes this action to both Sakra and 

Brahma. 153 

The several reliefs representing this event depict the two 

figures in an attitude of entreaty on either side of the Buddha. In 

some cases they are haloed154 and in others they are not. ISS 

Brahma isiJdentifiable by his coiffure in all these reliefs 

and his presence is verified by all texts referring to this event. 

On the basis of the Lalitavistara one can only suppose that the other 

figure, who is dressed in royal attire and who is otherwise unidentifi-

/' 

able, is Sakra. 



The Visit of Sakra 

There are a variety of reliefs which depict Sakra's visit to 

the Buddha at Indrasailaguha. All of these take the characteristic form 

first encountered at Sanchi and Bharhut (figures 4,5): the cave has 

an arched front; animals inhabit the regions above the cave; Sakra 

often appears to the left o.f the cave. The symbol vhichdesignated 

the presence of the Buddha at Sanchi and Bh;rhut is nov replaced by the 

figure of the seated Buddha himself. The most distinctive element in 

the reliefs is the presence of the harpist ~~~c~sikba who appears to 

the right of the cave. In other reliefs the scene can be identified 

by the large arched cave with the Buddha seated in meditation, 

Panca~ikha on the right, and several figures on either side. 

The scene appears at both Gandhara and Mathura. In a relief 

from Loriyan Tangai §akra appears wearing his cylindrical headdress on 

the left of the cavie accompanied by his followers, one of whom. holds 

an umbrella over his head. Pancasikha appears on the right (figure 15). 

'Sakra appears in this same position wearing his cylindrical 

headdress in a Gandharan relief in Lahore (figure 16). In other re

presentations from Gandhara, '§akra is indistinguishable although he 

may be one of the figures represented there (figure 17).156 

'" At Mathura, Sakra appears wearing his cylindrical headdress 

and in a posture of worship to the Buddha's left.157 In these reliefs 

Sakra appears (once seated crossleggea) vith an elephant (perhaps 

Airavata). The Mathura reliefs are much simpler than those of Gandhara 
, 

but when Sakra is id1entifiable he appears on the left of the cave ,.ri th 
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his hands in an amjali or devotional pose. 

The legend underlying this scene, as noted in dhapter hTO, 

appears in a variety of texts which specifically confirm Sakrats 

presence and his 11'isit to the cave where the Buddha is residing. The 
., 

number of reliefs depicting the tale of Sakra's visit to the Buddha 

at IndrasjUa~llha r:eflect its degree of importance in the Buaahist 

tradition and the popularity it claimed. Indeed those Gandharan 

depictions in which the Buddha appears in a large arched cave in the 

center of the relief have caused Gaulier to remark on the similarity 

between these and the statues of the BUddha in Central Ada: placed 

in arches dug in the pillars of: roek shrines and surrounded by rock

work, may be they are allusions to the cave depicted in these reliefs. 158 

In the sce:mes in the life of the Buddha in l.rhich 13akra figures 

and which were disGussed above, one can perceive a general treno in 

Gandharan and ¥lB.thuran art. As Foucher notes there is IIseemingly 

infinite multiplication of episodes borrowed from the youth and teach-

ing career of: the Master "lhose corporeal image occupies the centre of 

the compositions II • 159 Sakra appears in many scenes in which he 1.ras 

not visibly present. in earlier reliefs. The Buddha retains the primary 

position in the reliefs but is no longer surrounded by featureless 

devotees: ~akra is distinctly represented. 

Figures other than the Buddha have evidently at this time be

come worthy of the attention and esteem of the sculptors. ~akra 

appears in situations which signify some degree of: change in the 
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Buddhist tradition. The iconographic and textual representations of 

the Buddha in the company or a distinctly identifiable ~akra and a 

distinctly identifiabl·e Brahma point to both a confirmed elevation of 

the status of ~akra and Brahma in their direct association with the 

Buddha and to the primacy of the Buddha relative to all oeities. 

". 
The events described in this section do not exhaust Sakra's 

role in Buddhist iconography of this date. Other reliefs of the life 

of the Buddha in which -:Sakra figures are described in the following 

sections as they relate specifically to'~akra in one of the two roles 

in which he becomes significant. These two roles are: '" Sakra 8.S a 

vaj~a-bearer in his relationship to the yak~a Vajrapa~i; and ~akra in 

the role of attendant to the BUddha. 

~ 
Sakra and Vajrap?~i 

A figure carrying a vajra usually occupies a position to the 

left of the Buddha in the a~t of Gandhara. This vajra-bearer also 

appears in reliefs from Mathura, though less frequently. He is variously 

identified as t;akra, or the yaksa Vajrapani, or simply a8 a va.ira-bearer. . . 
This figure is given two different representations, each of which 

evokes a particular mood. Either he appears as a rather ferocious 

figure, his hair wild, his physique muscular (e.g. figures 21, 22, 23, 

27), or he appears as a benign, gentle, princely youth (e.g. figures 20, 

25). Occasionally he is depicted wearing a lion skin and occasionally 

wearing a beard and moustache. In all cases he wields a vaira shaped 

rather like a small dumbbell 1-Thich he either carries by its middle or 
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holds upright on his palm. Invariably he appears in close proximity 

to the Buddha, often directly over the Buddha's left shoulder. 

Now, 'Sakra appears in the early reliefs at Sanch! and in Gandh-

aran and Mathuran art bearing this weapon which is fashioned in exactly 

the same shape as that carried by the vajra-bearer (although sometimes 

the latter holds an elongated version of the implement). vie can con

firm 'Sakra' s identification by the cylindrical headdresc. Indeed, 

-Sakra is the only figure at SanchI who bears such a 1,reapon. This 

single iconographic form employed by t",O figures suggests that there 

isa relationship between the vaira-bearer in Gandharan art and the 

Buddhist deity'§akra. The nature .,f this relationship is by no means 

direct and can be established only with reference to the specific 

reliefs and texts in which the vajra-bearer appears. 

The Pali terts are surprislngly silent on the subject of vcdra

bearers.160 A yaks a Vajrapani appears on two occasions in the sutras . . 
of the Pali Canon. In the Ambatth';L Suttanta the Buddha asks Ambattha 

i • • • 

a question but the latter remains silent.16l The yaksa Vajrapani with . . 
his vajra, Ira mighty mass of iron, all fiery, dazzling, all agloy,fI, 162 

sounds in the air above Ambattha saying that if he does not responr he .. 
he will splinter his head in several pieces. An identical situation 

is presented in thel CUlasaccakasutta when Satyaka Nirgranthaputra 
• 

refused to respond to the Buddha.16.3 With the exception of that of 

the MUIasarvastivadins, in which he appears on three occasions, the 

Vinayas make no mention of Vajrapani.164 
• 
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Because of the similarity between the character of the yaksa 

Vajrapani and the character of~akra, Buddhaghosa equates the two 
• 

figures, suggesting that the 7aksa Vajrapani is none other than the . . 
Buddhist deva ~akra.165 However, Senart and Bloch doubt this identifi-

cation in that the vajra-bearer appears as a distinct f'igure in Gand-

", 166 haran art and is mentioned in later texts quite apart f'rom Sakr8 .• 

The implication of both Senart's and Bloch's work on this subject is 

that the yaksa Vaj~rapani, who appears in the Ambattha and CUlasaccaka-. . 
sutta: wherein "Sakra is not mentioned, is the f'igure who brandishes the 

vajra in Gandharan art, who appears as Vajrapani in later texts, and • , 
who is unrelated to Sakra and belongs to the group of' yaksas. Repre-. 
sentations 'of Xaksas do appear at s;:nchi and Bh;rhut, however, it . 
should be noted that none of the SancbI or Bharhut yaksas carry this 

• 
weapon or even one resembling it. 

There is an infinite number of yaksas who occupy all spheres . 
in Buddhist cosmology. Yaksa itself is a flexible term which is often . 
appended to a godfs' name.167 Lamotte observes that the yaksa Vajrapani . . 
occupies the privileged position of guarding the gods of the thirty-

three and is thus somewhat removed from the authority of Vaisravana, . 
the king of the yaksas.168 - As such, he is directly related to 'Sakra 

• 
from whom he would also get the attribute of the vajra. Guhyakadhipatih 

(lord of the .Guhyakas) is associated with Vajrapani according to the . 
Lalitavistara in that from Guhyakidhipatih issued the race of yaksas 

Vajrapani.169 . 
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~akra, it must be remembered, appears in the Early Buddbist Pali Canon 

in much the same capacity as the :yaksa Va-jrapani named in the Ambattha 
•• » • 

- ". Suttanta. In the Sambula .retaka, Sakra comes with his thunderbolt to 
'. DO 

frighten the goblin who harasses Sambula. In the Khandahala .ret aka .. 
Sakra frightens Khandahala for trying to barm his son.171 Again, in .. - - / the Ayakii~a .rataka, Sakra appears 'with bis bolt to frighten the 

rak~asas who come to kill tbe boahisattva..172 The bolt is described 

in these accounts as a mass of fiery iron. This description is the 

same as tbat found of the bolt carried by the yaksa Vajrapani in the • • 

PaIi suttantas.173 

Now, because of the relatiye silence of early texts and art 

forms on the subject of this yaksa Vajrapani and because of the similar-. 
ity between the weapon and the actions of Vajrapani, it seems that . 

" Vajrapani is a simple manifestation of Sakra in his role as a menacing . 
divinity. 

/. 
Sakra bas the ability to take on various forms and is definitely 

recorded in the Avadana'Sataka as taking the form of a Guhyaka in order 

to. test the king Dharmagavesin.174 The vaksa Vajrapani of the early . . 
period represented in the Pali Canon and the reliefs of Bharhut anc 

and Sancb! appears to be a metamorphic form of ~akra. 

However, identification of ~akra with the yaksa Vajrapani does . . 
not appear to be the laFt state of evolution in Vajrapani's character • . 
In fact, Vajrapa~i has become in the Gandharan reliefs described below 

and in post-canonical literature (e.g. The Lalitavistara) an autonomous 
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b9ing. No longer does he personjfy an aspect of ;3akra f s character but 

instead appears in juxtaposition to'Sakra.175 He is no longer simply 

a scarecrow destined to frighten the adversaries of the Buddha but has 

come to be, in Buddhism, the symbol of protection.176 Consequently, 

he appears in many Gandharan reliefs behind the Buadha as a protective 

genius. He frightens adversaries of the Buddha and Buddhist doctrine 

and is for this reason given menacing form. 

The form given Vajrapa¢. in Gandharan reliefs attests to his 

development as a p.ersonali ty distinct from takra. He is a half-clad, 

muscular figure with long (and often dishevelled) locks. His head is 

bare. He is never represented with a halo (flee figures 18 to 27). This 

form is distinctly separate from the form given Sakra earlier at Sa~chI 

or at Gandhara. - ; Vajrapa:tli shares the vajra only with Sakra who,holoJ'ever, 

is otherwise entirely different~ ~akra, it must be remembered, is 

a.ressed as a royal personage; he wears either a turban or his cylindri-

cal headdress. He is fully dressed. Occasionally in this period he 

is represented with a halo. Identification of a vajra-bearer as 

either Vajrap;~i or Bakra should thus not be difficult. In the follow-

ing reliefs the figure holding the vajra lacks tho.se characteristics 

/,. we have come to recognize as the defining attributes of Sakra. He is 

thus Vajrapani • . 
In reliefs of the event of the great departure, a figure bear-

ing a vajra in his left hand stands to the left behinc the bodhisattva 

(figure 19).177 According to the Lalitavistara the gods present at 
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this event include "Sakra and Vajra.pani.178 The Nahavastu records the . 
presence of the deities of Trayastrimsa. (1. e., tlakra ana Vajrapani), 179 . 
and the Buddhacarita only records devas in general as being present. 180 

" As the te~ts record his presence, we may assume Sakra is among 

the group of deities represented. However, the rigure situated behind 

and to the left of the Buddha does carry a vajra. He is not represented 

wearing the distinguishing cylindrical headdress, or even a kUshan-type 

turban, but, rather, is shown with curly hair. 

but must be Vajrapa:gi. 

"" Hence he is not Sakra 

A vajra-bearer appears in the reliefs dealing .dth the first 

meeting of the Buddha with Brahmans (figure 20).181 The presence of 

either Sakraor-Vajrapa~i is not recorded in the Mahavastu nor the Buddha

carita version of this event.182 The figure appears in two of the 

reliefs with a vajra in his right handl83 and in another with the 

vajrain his left.184 In this latter relief the figure wears a beard 

and moustache. 

A figure appears bearing a vajra in a relief representing 

the offering of grass prior to enlightenment (figure 21). 

The next event in ,-,hich the vaira-bearer appears is that of ths 

First Sermon. He is situated to the left of the Buddha (figure 22). 

Vajrapa:tli is not recorded in the texts as figuring in this event. 

In the reliefs depicting the conversion of Ka'!3Y8.pa, a figure 

bearing the vajra hovers over the left shoulder of the Bu0dha.186 In 

the former relief cited he wears a beard, and in the latter he is 

. "I"" 
", 

I Iii., 
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bearclless but wears 'What appears -to be a lionskin outfit. 

One relief depicts the Buddha's preaching in Traya!";ttii1lf:3. in 

which a bearded figure holding the vajra appears to the right of the 

Buddha (figure 23). 

In reliefs representing the miracle of ~ravasti,l87 a figure 

bearing the vajra appears as recorded in later texts.188 

The vajra-bearers appear on a relief relating to the snake king 

Elephatra "Tho appears before the Buddha in human form. The Buf.dha re-

quires him to show himself in his true form but he is reluctant as he 

fears his enemy Gail."Uda. The Buddha commands Vajrapa:g.i to protect him 

and he does so. A small figure brandishes his thunderbolt threateningly 

while a second vaira-bearer walks behind the BUd_dha. l89 

A vajra-bearer plays a significant role in the reliefs of the 

death of the Buddha. He figures in most of the reliefs of this event. 

Either he is in front of the couch fallen in despair, his vajra on the 

ground (figure 24),190 or he is to the left of the couch with his 

right hand held up as if in despair (figure 25),191 or he is to the 

right behind the de,ceased Buddha 'Who is prostrate.192 

It must be noted here t~a_t the Maha Parinibbana Suttanta in the 

Digha Nikaya of the P;li Canon records an early version of the death 

of the Buddha in which Sakra recites specific stanzas in despair at the 

death of the Buddha.193 ." 
In later texts both Sakra and Guhyaka Ma.lla 

(another name for Vajrapani),194 sing stanzas in praise of the Buddha . 
and despair over his death.195 Hsuan-tsang notes that Vejrapa:g.i, 

holding a mace, 1-leepS at this event.196 
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Texts record various plots cevisen by Devadatta, the cou:;in 

and rival of Sakyamuni, against t.T!lle Buccha. On one occasibri a gre$.t 

elephant, rialagiri, at. Devadatta's in3tiE'ation .... ,ac. let loo:"e i'or the 

purpose or destroying the Buddha.. There is an interesting thol1Gh frag-

mented relief representing this event and in Hhich aVE-ira-bearer 

appears hovering over the left shoulder of the Buddha (fisare 27). 

Such a figure is not mentioned in the earliest texts recorcing this 

event. 197 

In aGe.i tion to these reliefs, there are several i'ragments on 

h " h . b 198 'W ~c a vaara- earer appears. He appears frequently in reliers of 

the Buddha and his worshippers (e. g. figure 26). 

These reliers clearly incicate that the vaira-bearer is a 

separate entity from "Sakra who also 1'Tields a Vedra but is identified 

by his hat and princely garb. Nowhere at Sat.rchi is "Sakra represented 

as wearing a lionskin or with long dishevelled hair. In all the above 

ca:::es the ~-biearer is a fierce,protecting figure distinct from 

"Sakra. This iconographic form may be prototypical of the later 

Bodhisattva Vajrapa~i a.nd certainly i:::: the basis of the NiQ who, appear 

as fierce guardian figures in iconography in Japan and China. In =:tny 

case at GanCbara and Nathura this figure has become the vajre.-bearer 

Dar ~xcelle!1ce. 

~ 
Although Sakra still carries his vajra in the art of Ganahara 

and Hp-thura, it is a non-::unctioning symbol rather than a veapon. In 

fact, the attribute of the ..,~jra i8 not at all depictf)r; in the cO:1text 
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of the isolated takra/Buddha/Brahma triad. Hhat had once been one of 

"'-Sakra's prime attributes both textually and iconographically has been 

assumed byVajrapa~i who, it would appear, exhibits one aspect of ~akra's 

character.· In the only two instances in which Vajrapa~i is mentioned 

in the Pali Canon of the early period he acts violently. He does not 

appear in any of the Safichi or Bharhut reliefs but plays 8. dominant 

role in the early Gandharan period as a ferocious being. (These re-

liefs depict him in such intensity that he was at one time identified 

as Mara, the symbol of evil. )199· There are numerous occasions in 

- . .-; 
Pali literature where Sakraappears in a violent capacity; however, he 

is featured primarily in iconography in a passive role. In the later 

Gandhara period, Vajrapa~i is stilJl. depicted as the fierce protector. 

'Sakra in the later Gandharan reliefs is never depicted in violent act-

ions: there is no implication of ,dolence even in his form. 

~ 

Sakna and BrahmS: Attend the Buodha 

Of the several Gandharan reliefs in which Sakra and Brahma 

appear on either side of the Buddha, those representing events in the 

life of the Buddha correspond in theme to those found at s8:fi'chi and 

Bharhut. 
"- - - . -, They depict the miracle at Sravasti, the descent at Sankisa, 

and the visits of ~akra and Brahma. However nimilar the early Buddhist 

and later Buddhist reliefs are thematically, the Gandharan representations 

exhibit for the first time a common motif: an identifiable ~akra and 

an identifiable Brafuma flanking the Buddha. 
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Descent at SaDki~a 

The Gandharan reliefs. representing this scene retain a ladder 

as the focal position in the center of which is:depicted the Budcha in 

human foI'l1l. Sakra: appears to the left of the Buddha ~learing his 

cylindrical or l!ushan-type cro'WIl and Brahma on the right wearing the 

locks of a Brahmanical ascetic (figure 28).200 

The texts generally affirm this configuration. Gf those texts 

mentioned in chapter two with respect to this event, all affirm the 

~ - 201 presence of Sakra and Brahms.. The introduction to the Sara.bhamiga 

Jataka, however, is silent regarding the position of the hlo deities 

relative to the Bu~dha. The Dhammapada Commentary places ~akra on 

the right of the Buddha and Brahma on his left. Hsuan-tsang ana the 

Diyyavadana specifySakra on the left and Brahma on the right. There 

is obviously some confusion as to positions here. HO.lever, it is 

these latter texts which the reliefs confirm. 
~ 

The attributes of both Sakra and Brahma are also variable in 

the texts. Brahma ,is mentioned carrying a chauri (parasol).202 

as carrying a paraso1203 and a bowl and robe. 204 

Hsuan-tsang1s concluding comment is of interest. Without 

doubting the realitlf of this event, he states that all three ladders 

had by his time disappeared and in their place had been constructed 

another single ladder. 
. -,. 

On the top of this, the people of the Sankisa 
., 

district had placed a Vihara in which was a statue of Sakra and one ·of' 

Brahma f'lanking the Buddha. 
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Miracle at 13.ravasti 

This event preceeds the dlS'scent of Sankisa in textual sources. 

The Buddha. is said to have per.formed two miracles: he walks in the 

air emitting flames and waves, and he makes multiple images of himself. 

Following these events, he preaches the 1aw. 205 

It is only in the Diyyayadana that~akra and Brahma'take their 

place beside the Buddha. 206 In this text it is recorded that after the 

first two miracles had been performed, the "Buddha conceived a mundane 

thought".2CY7 The gods inn:n.ediately rush forward to execute it. 
.t!. 
Sakra 

appears at his left while Brahma takes his place on the right of the 

Buddha. The miracle which foll01rls is that of duplication. 

Foucher has dealt at length with the Gandharan representations 

of the event. 208 In those scenes which he identifies as the Miracle 

of ~ravasti, he states that it is Sakra and Brahma who appear on 

either side of the Buddha. 209 The Buddha in these scenes is seated on 

an inverted. lotus throne in a dhvanamudra, or attitude of medita.tion. 

~ - -Foucher identifies these reliefs as the Miracle at Sravasti in that 

they incorporate vaJrious motifs: the Buddha often emits flames from 

his shoulders (seethe miracle of fire), he appears in the dhyanamudra 
, 

on an inverted lotus. Sakra ana. Brahma appear in the halo of the 
." , 

Buddha and carry umbrellas, and Sakra and Brahma appear on either side 

of the Buddha. 

However, -Satra wears his cylindrical crown in only some of 

the reliefs. As s-everal represent the two devas on either side of 
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the BUddha as royal personages and often ~th halos, the identification 

"'-of one of these f:i;gures a::; Sakra is permisable given the textual con-

firmation of the Dimvadana. and given the definite identification of 

these figures in other reliefs of this period dealing with this 

event. 

Isolated Representations 

~ 

Other reliiefs in which Sakra and Bra.hma figure on either sice 

of the Buddha may either reflect the adhyesana, the event in which 
• 

Sakra and Brahma implore the Buddha to preach, or they may simply be 

isolated depictions of this Sakra/Brahma motif (figure 29).210 

The common element of Gandharan reliefs depicting the 

Miracle at~r;vasti and the Descent at Sankiga is the motif of the 

Buddha flanked by Sakra and Brahma. In these reliefs the BuCldha 

demonstrates both his miraculous powers and his ability to abide in 

different realms (j:.e., earth and heaven). Each of these events is 

depicted only once at Sanchi and only once at Bharhut. In Gandhara, 

they are depicted numerously. However, the early Buddhist reliefs 
... 

depict neither a distinct iconographic Sakra nor a distinct iconographic 

Brahma and represent the Buddha only symbolically (figure 6, 7). In 

- / -Gandhara we find Sakra and Brahma taking distinctive form and the 

Buddha in human form. The obvious widespread popularity of the 

BUddha image in this period, coupled with the fact that the Buddha is 

no longer depicted symbolically but is personified, suggests that the 
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Buddha has indeed become not only, in the context of these reliefs, a 

transcendent being, but also a prime object of' worship. "" Tha t Sakra and 

Brahma accompany the Buddha in these reliefs likewise implies their 

elevation to this status. Indeed, evidence of this is to be found in 

the Bimaran relic casket and the casket of Kanishka, to be cis cussed 

below, where we find the ~akra/Buddha/Brahma triad isolated altogether 

from any narrative context. 

Reliquary Caskets : Two Examples 

Reliquary of Kanishka (figure 30) 

The reliquary of Kanishka made of gilded brass, was discovered 

by Spooner at Shah-ji-ki Dheri near Peshawar. 211 _There are three free-

standing figures on the lid of the reliquary. The Buddha is seated on 

a slightly expanded lotus, the p'etals of which decorate tbe lid surface. 

Behind his head is a large halo decorated with flo'l>Ter petal::. On 

either side of him appear two haloed figures with their hands in afiiali 

poses, the attitude of devotion: to the right of the Buddha is ~akra 

with his customary cylindrical headdress, and to the left is Brahma with 

a topknot on his head. On the lip of the lid of the reliquary is a 

freize qepicting geese. The side of the main body of this circular 

reliquary depicts Buddhas seated in meditation and two demi figures 

reposing in waves of garlands s~pported by garland bearers. A figure 

in typical Scythian costume is represented, and we assume, from the 

punctured inscription on the lid and sides of the casket, that this 

is Kanishka. 212 
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The execution of' this reliquary is stylistically rather rough 

and clumsy indicating that it belongs either to the early Gandliaran 

period or to the late, wherein a multitude of' influences had conjoined 

to f'ormulate somewhat decadent styles. It is more likely that it be

longs to the beginnings of Gandharan art. Despite the lack of a large 

body of data, we know that Kanishka reigned during the es.rly Gancharan 

period known as the Kushan period. We knO.1 that the f'lower decorating 

the Buddha's halo is of' early origin. And ",e know that the motif's of 

both the garland bearers and the geese are indicative of an early 

H II "t" "-PI 213 e ens~ ~c ~n~ uence. 

This inf'luence appears to a significant degree in the earlier 

Indo-Bactrian and Parthian periods but is less frequently encountered 

in t?e Gandfiaran period. It is precisely this Hellenistic inf'luence 

"'hich suggests an early-Gandharan dating for the reliquary. It is 

generally accepted by scholars that the high point of Gandharan art 

is its earliest period ",herein Hellenistic influences are ea~ily de-

tectable. If the reliquary is to be dated later Gandharan, we are 

compelled to reassign dates to these pieces anG force them bacbrard 

in time to a period prior to the reign of Kanishka. A date of the 

first century B. C.E'I. for the high point of Gandharan art is not com

patible with other iconographic forms of this date. 2l4 One more piece 

of evidence suggests that the reliquary dates from the early period: 

the three figures on the lid are wrapped entirely in robes in a manner 

common to the early Sikri Buddhas and which are carved in an archaic 
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manner identified as belonging to the middle of the first century.2l5 

Bimaran Relic Casket (figure 31) 

The BImaran relic casket was foUnd in the early nineteenth 

century by Mr. C. Masson at a st~pa at Bi~a~n in Pakistan inside a 

steatite vase beside which coins attributed to the dynasty of Azes 

(58 B.C.E.) were found. 2l6 The circular casket is made of gold and 

embedded with rubies arranged around it in t"ro parallel rows at the 

top and bottom. A lotus is engrav1ed on the bottom surface. The cas-

ket is decorated with a series of eight figures each standing unoer 

arches between which eagles with outstretched wings appear. . The fig-

ures are separated by flat columns supporting the arches. 

Of the eight figures appearing on the casket, four are repeated. 

One of these is the Buddha, with a moustache, his right hand lifted in 

front of his chest in abhayamudra, and wearing an usnisa on his head • . 
The figure to the right and the figure to the left of the Buddha are 

turned towards him in postures of worship. Haloes behind each of 

these worshipping figures indicate that they are divine beings. The 

figure on the right of the Buddha is bearded, bare beaded, wears bis 

hair in an ascetics knot, and carries a vTater jar: he is undoubteClly 

Brahma. Tbe figure on the left of the Buddha "rears a turban of the 

Kushan type and is completely draped in a robe: this figure is ~akra. 

The identity of the fourth figure is questionable. His iden-

tity has been accepted as being that of the casket donor. Nevertbeless, 

it appears to me that this figure, like the three recognizable deities 
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he is placed among, is depicted with a halo-like object behind his head. 

Certainly there is good evidence here to support 'an interpretation of 

this figure as a &eity. His identification in this manner is problem-

atic and perhaps accounts for the complete lack of mention regarding 

the halo by scholars dealing with this casket. 

The exact date (or even the approximate date) of the BImaran 

casket is not without difficulty and considerable academic fury sur

rounds it.217 It is not within the scope of this study to enter into 

this debate. 

- -Suffice it, to say that the Bimaran relic casket and, more 

certainly, the rel~quary of Kanlshka are among the first iconographic 

depictions of the ~akra/Buddha/Brahma triad removed from any narrative 

context. Certainly this motif is implied on some of the Sanchi and 

Bharhut reliefs where inside the framework of scenes from the life of 

the Buddha, devotees generally appear on either side of the Buddha 

symbol. The devotees in the Sanchi and Bharhut reliefs are depicted 

in postures devotional to the Buddha symbol: they are not distinct 

218 individuals but devotees in general. We must ask what is more 

important in the context of a narrative depiction - the Buddha himseJ.f 

or his deeds. The two reliquary caskets examined above clearly esta-

blish that in this early Gandharan period, the BUddha himself had 

achieved the stature of a devotional being: both reliquaries depict 

the clearly identifiable devas -Bakra and Brahma in devotional postures. 
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That the two objects are reliquaries and that they "Tere both 

found in stupas wbuld impart to them more than a common degree of 

devotional significance. This, coupled with the non-narrative nature 

of the format and the devotional status of the depicted Buddhas, 

41!. 
implies the elevation of Sakra and Brahma to the rank of beings who 

are themselves worthy of worship. 

The Kanisnka casket, ascribed to early Gandhara, clearly 

establishes the 'Sakra/Buddha/Brahma motif. We know that in late 

Gandhara, not only are the first representations of Bodhisattvas found, 

but also we encounter the new motif of the Buddha accompanied by two 

Bodhisattvas. The Bimaran relic casket and the reliquary of Kanisbka, 

then, are among the first examples of the gakra/Buddha/Brahma motif 

removed from narraltive context and may therefore be prototypical of the 

Bodhisattva/Buddha/Bodhisattva motif which is to follovr. 

Two Bodhisattva Reliefs 

Finally, we must turn to ti.!O reliefs found at Peshavrar "rherein 

the Buddha, two Bodhisattvas, and Sakra and Brahma are depicted (e.g. 

figure 32).219 These reliefs have not been precisely dated but are 

ascribed by Ingholt to the Gandharan period. 220 The t't<TO reliefs en-

titled liThe Preaching Buddha on Lotus Throne", are both removed from 

narrative context, and are virtually identical in their primary elements. 

A large Bucndha is seated in dharmacakramuora on a throne on the 

base of which is a lotus flovler. He takes the central position. To 

his immediate right and left are two figures dressed in royal garb and 
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who have haloes behind thei:!;" heads. They stand in full frontal position. 

The Buddha and the two haloed figures thus form a straight line. Occupy-

ing the space behind this row and standing with their heads turned to-

ward the Buddha are, ·to the right of the Buddha, a figure wearing the 

coiffure of a brahman ascetic and, to the left of the Buddha, 8. figure 

in a cylindrical headdress holding a vajra. The little variation be-

tween the two reliefs is a matter of the stylization of flowers in the 

canopy over the Buddha and the base of the relief itself. 

The figure!s standing beside the Buddha in the front are bodhisat-

tvas. This is con~irmed by the halo and, more importantly, by the 

stance in which they are depicted. They stand facing the sculptor. 

Their stance does not indicate that they are devotees of the Buddha. 

This, particular mollie of representation is certainly the most well 

known in the depiction of bodhisattva images in Indian art. The figure 

behind to the left of the Buddha is undoubtedly~akra. The cylincrical 

headdress and vajra he carries confirm this. The figure behind and to 

the right of the Buddha is Brahma: he wears his typical coiffure. 

Their postures are devotional. 

These two reliefs are significant in that they are definite 

iconographic evidence of the ascendance of two bodhisattvas to the 

positions once held bySakra and Brahma and are evidence of the 

,. -
descendance of Sakra and Brahma to a position ancillary to this new 

triad. 
;::: 

No longer are Sakra and Brahma the primary companions to the 

Buddha. They are to completely disappear from any motif involving the 
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Buddha in a triad context. Certainly these two reliefs hail the ,*an-· 

/ -ing popularity of both Sakra and Brahma in the Buddhist tradition. It 

is legitimate to suggest therefore that the new bodhisattva/Buddha/bod

hisattva triad has as its precursor the Bakra/Buddha/Brahma triad en

countered in the reliquary caskets. 

Conclusion 

The develdpment of Gandharan and Mathuran art witness both the 

L. 
ascendance of Sak:r:a to the zenith of his career in the Buddhist tra-

dition and his subsequent decline. His role in the life of Buddha in 

this period is expanded and he appears at various events in the re-

lief's and texts representative of those events. However, if we are 

'" to admit that Vajrapa~i became separated from Sakra in much the same 
.. L 

way as Sakra became a figure separate from the Vedic Indra, then the 

emergence of the Vajrapani figure signals not only an isolation of . 
;I!. 

characteristics, in which case Sakra is removed from violence and 

enters a devotional realm, but signals perhaps his impending descend-

ance in the Buddhist pantheon. 

"'-The advancement of Sakra's position to that of attendant to the 

Buddha finds its cUlmination in the Blmaran and Kanishka reliquary 

caskets. Although the Miracle at S~vasti and the descent at Sanki~a 

set the precedent for the ~akra/Buddha/Brahma motif both textually and 

iconographically, the motif no longer refers to the event. Inceen, it 

is outside of the narrative context that both ~akra and Brahma attain 
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their highest position. It is iconographic forms and not texts that 

'" at this point define both the characters of Sakra and Brahma and their 

positions in the Buddhist tradition as well. We may assume that their 

positions as the standard attendants of the Buddha and perhaps a~ de-

votional beings tmemselves are not only the culmination of their careers 

but are, moreover, the culmination of their popularity. The emergence 

in texts and art forms of figures who displace~akra and Brahma at this 

time signals the emergence of a pe!'Vading Bodhisattva tradition. 



CONCLUSION 

... 
Despite Sakra's diverse characteristics one can perceive a 

~ 

continvity between not only the early Buddhist Sakra and his Vedic 
. ~ . 

counterpart Indra~ but also Sakra and the later figure of Vajrapani • . 
Indeed, in terms Cj)f the scope of the material presented in this work, 

'" we may go so far as to suggest correlatives between Sakra and later 

bodhisattva figures. In terms of what is new in the iconography of 

~akra in this tradition we thus gain hints not only of the genesis anG 

flowering of the BUddhist tradition in India but also of the directions 

of its subsequent growth in other nations of the Far East. 

There is sufficient evidence to suggest that there exists a 

more than incidentlal relationship between the Vedic/Epic Incra anc the 

'" Buddhist Sakra. Both the early Buddhist iconography and Epic texts 

establish that this relationship is an intimate one: the Vedic Indra 

developed into the, Epic Indra, from which the Buddhist ~akra seems to 

have evolved. Manl9" of the characteristics of the Epic Indra, find 

correspondence in'ehe Buddhist "Sakra: both wield a vajra., both some-

times carry a jar of amrta, both respond to extraordinary acts on . 
earth, and both grant favors to the perpetrators of those acts. At 

the same time as !mdra figures in the Epic context and as ~akra finds 

form in the Buddhist context, however, these characters differ in im-

portant respects. As there is a dearth of extant iconographic rep res-

entations of Indra from the Epic period, the nature of this relationship 

86 
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can only be seen by examining the texts in which Indra is mentioned. 

In the Ve<ilas and Brabmanas Indra is a "rarrior: conquering 

demons with his characteristic weapon, the vajra, is his major feat. 

He is a heavy drinker of~. Via his association with rain in thes~ 

texts Indra may be perceived as a guardian of' fertility, and giver of 

gifts. 

In the Epics, Indra continues to ,.Yield the vaj ra even though 

his ",arlike attributes are suppressed. Simultaneously his sta.tus as 

god of fertility is elevated. Characteristically he assists devotees 

and bestows boons. This new emphasis in the role of Inch'a is high

lighted in the Epics by the institution of Indra-festivals in which he 

functions as the main deity.222 Several featUres of the festivities 

are of' interest, but it is the centrality of the Indra-pole which for 

OUr purposes seems signif'icant. Although extant iconography from the 

early Epic period is f'ragmentary we do find anthropomorphic represen

tations of' Indra and other Epic deities. Indra, however, is represen

ted only by a pole' in the context of' his festivals. 

Apart f'rom his association with festivals Indra in the Epic~ 

is prone to immoderate drinking and is imbued with a new false pride. 

These two f'eatures reduce his sphere of influence and render him 

helpless on various occasions and in need of assistance. 

The BUddhist deity t3akra, the Epic counterpart of Inara, clearly 

emerges in both the iconography and texts of early Buddhism. From these 

sources it is clear that ~akra is an important although secondary 
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anthropomorphic figure. He appears at sanchI and Bharhut in a narra-

tive context amidst a crowd of others. Reference to textual accounts 

of the stories in ~hich ~akra appears confirms his identity in the 

reliefs. This is, in fact, the only means of identification.~hen he 

appears with the turban-like headdress alone, and certainly aids in 

his identification in other forms.. In any of the reliefs of these 

early monuments ·im ~hich a figure appears ~ith the turban-like headdress 

and holding the amrta flask and vajra, or ~ith a short cylindrical . 
headdress, or with a tall cylindrical headdress and holding the amrta . 
flask and vajra, it is invariably §akra. The group of attendants, 

the royal garb, and the elephant are auxilliarY means of identification. 

The iconographic representations of ~akra in Gandhara and 

Mathura evidence a, series of developments both in terms of ~akra himself 

and in terms of the scenes of the life of the Buddha in ~hich ~akra 

figures. These latter scenes are notably expanded. There is no 

doubt that sculptors of this period ~ere influenced by foreign forms. 

However, Gandharan art is manifestly Buddhist in theme. The position 

of Sakra in the reliefs indicates that his function is that of an atten

dant/protector of the Buddha. He attends the Buddha in the ~akra/Buddha/ 

Brahma triad and appears in close proximity to the Buddha, wielding the 

vajra in representations of the yaksa Vajrapani. . . .£ 
Both Sakra ana the 

yaksa Vajrapaniappear in Gandharan art as clearly identifiable figure~. , . 
The questidn of the iconographic development of Indra is com-

plicated by the paucity of representations of deities prior to those 
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featured at Si:nch! and Bharhut. Though it is dirficult to argue from 

an absence of iconographic images, the evidence at early Buddhist monu-

'" ments suggests tha.t early in Buddhism Sakra was accepted as a Buddhist .. 

deity. He is given fixed form and a well defined role~ The regularity 

of the representations of ~akrain definite. identifiable form for the 

first time at SaSchI and Bharhut and in a Budchist context in itself 

suggests a change from the previous periods. He is no longer repre-

sented by a pole as the main deity in the Indra-festivals of the Epics. 

Rather he is represented variously at both San chI and Bharhut in iden-

tifiable anthropomorphic form while the Buddha himself appea.rs only 

in symbolic form. These features highlight a main distinction between 

the Epic Inara and the early Buddhist Sakra. The Epic Indra is a main 

cult. deity represented in symbolic form whereas the Buddhist ~akra is 

a subsidiary and aJnthropomorphic figure. 

The Epic Indra's association ~dth rertility is maintained in 

the character of t~e Buddhist Bakra in that one of ~akrafs important 

characteristics is his capacity to besto'\-' boons. However, evidence for 

cult worship of Indra in the form I~f Indra-festivals, as suggested in 

the Harivamsa, is not evident in any direct sense in early Buddhist . 
texts or iconography. There is no iconographic evioence to suggest 

the worship of the early Buddhist 'Sakra either as a main object of 

devotion or as the primary actor in the context of ritual festivals. 

However, this pict~re does alter at Gandhara and Mathura. 
~ 

Sakra emerges 
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in the Sakra/Buddha/Brahma motif as an exalted being '\.-Tho, by nature of 

the non-narrative context of the motif, appears to be "rorthy of devotion. 

This same motif appears outside of' art as l.rell. 
~ . 
Sakra does lnoeed ap-

pear within the context of annual festivals in the description of a 

. • . b H - 223 proceSSlon recorded y suan-tsang. On that occa8ion monks and 

kings "'ho were taught by -8iHiditya., the king, assemble on his return to 

Kanyakubja from a religious pilgrimage. Monks carry a statue of the 

Buddha. "- . .,. King SUaditya: dressed as Sakra holds a canopy and walks on 

the right of the statue and Kumararaja dressed as Brahmanaraja (Brahma) . . 
holding a camara, ",alks on the left. The ceremony is followed-by the 

giving of alms. Though there is no evidence of ~akra-festivals in 

early or later Buddhism both 1akra and Brahma as attendant figures 

of t!Je Buddha became in later Buddhism important and isolated from any 

narrative context. This motif is evidenced by the t,,!O relic caskets 

depicting just this arrangement from the Gandharan region. These B.re 

the BImaran relic casket of early de.te (first century G.E.) and the 

Kanishka relic casket (first to third century G.E.), mentioned above. 

Both of these piecles certainly ,,'arrant inclusion in any analysis of 

the figure of &akra, for the motif in which gakra and Brahma figure 

as attendant figures of the Buddha is to become the even more common 

motif of the Buddha flankeo by t1-ro bodhisB.ttvas in later Budchist art 

in India and the Far East. The motif has a long history. Gommon at 

SanchI and Bharhut is a symbol representing the Buddha on either si~e 

of 'lhich appears a worshipper. 224 These oevotees are inc;istinguishable 
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as individual figures. However, in reliefs depicting specific events 

at Gandhara and Mathura Sakra and Brahma replace the faceless devotees. 

1>akra f s presence here does not indicate any particular narrative; 

rather he appears to be a being worthy of devotion - if not singularly, 

then at least with respect to his position relative to the Buddha. 

That is, in so far as the Budqha has become at Gandhara and }1athura 

an object of devotion, so too have 'Sakra and Brahma gained admilar 

sta tus in proportion to that of the Buddha. As '·le have seen, two 
.,. 

bodhisattvas appear in addition' to Sakra and Brahma on either side of 

~ -the Buddha in some later Gandharan reliefs and finally Sakra and Brahma 

disappear altogether, leaving a motif of the Buddha and two bodhifli3,ttvas. 

This motif, though rare in the art of Gandhara, is to become an im-

, poitant aspect of later Buddhist art in China and Japan. 

The quest:Lon might be raised at this point as to whether or 

". 
not Sakra and Brahma in the context of the 'Sakra/Buddha/Brahma 

triad are the objepts of any kind of devotion similar to that given 

the later bodhisattvas who also appear in this same motif in ~~ddhi9t 

sculptures: the BUddha is flanked by two bodhisattvas. 
~ 

Obviously Sakra 

and Brahma are not bodhisattvas and as such cannot at this time be 

said to have been accorded similar status. In so far as the icono-

graphic scheme of the Buddha flanked by two bodhisattva motif can be 

said to have its genesis in the~akra/Buddha/Brahma motif, we must 

question the degree to which the fj~res of ~akra and Brahma are wor-

shipped. It is not wi thin the scope of this paper to ansvrer thb 

: ill:" 
'I 

I! .. ' 
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question but rather to raise it. One can note the similarity between 

the costume (i.e., princely garb), actions (assisting Buddhist devotees 

in di.f.ficulty), and position (on either side q.f the Buddha) of the 
~ . 

bodhisattva .figures and Sakra and Brahma but must keep in mind the 

underlying di.f.ferences between the two: the bodhisattvas vow to post

pone Nirvana and to aid the unenlightened, "rhile'Sakra, though he 

functions in a similar role with respect to Buddhist followers, makes 

no such commitment. 

The triad, then, signals an important development in the a.rt 

and theology o.f BU!ddhism. It is indicative of the development of the 

worship of the Buddha as the main object of devotion, accompanied by 

~akra and Brahma in early Buddhism and by bQdhisattvas in the later 

tradition. It is the em~rgence of these latter figures in this role 

which represents the most signi.ficant change in popular BudrIhism in 

India which was to be transmitted to the Far East. Bodhisattvas are, 

with the Buddha, o~jects o.f devotion • 
... 
Sakra is trans.formed in the Buddhist traoition in other impor-

tant respects. He functions as a devotee of the Buddha and protector 

of the Budd.hist La",. As such he is an agent of Buddhist doctrine. In 

this capacity a trace of Indra's o1d war-like impetuous self is to be 

found. 

By the time, of the Epics and the early Buddhist monuments of 

SanchI and Bharhut the violent aspect characteristic of the Indra of 

the Vedas has been somewhat subdued. Although Indra continues to 
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slay demons in thie Epic traditions, the grandeur':El:ssoeiated with these 
", 

feats as performed by Sakra has diminished. However,. the evidence of' 
;I' 

Buddhist art sugglests that Sakra' s war-like characteristics remain a 

significant aspect of the Buddhist conception of this deity. This is 

seen by the fact that an important attribute of the Buddhist Eakra is 

the vajra. It is with this same implement that Indra slays demons. 
, 

This attribute is one of the few of Sakra's identifying features in 

Buddhist art. But it seems to be the case that the vajra, which car-

ries with it an implication of violence, has become an attribute out-

side of a demon-slaying context. One need only examine the reliefs 
", 

to note the apparent contradiction between the rather benign Sakra in 

Buddhist reliefs Bind his identifying attribute which is apparently the 

weapon with which he won his fame as the master of war in the Vedas. 
;I" 

Even in ea,rly Buddhist texts, however, it appears that Sakra 

is not an entirely benign bestower of favors. He attends and accom-

panies the Buddha oi'fering protection.. He carries the vajra. If one 

is to accept the c9mmon identification of the vaira-bearing yak~a in 

- '" the Ambattha Suttanta of the Pali Canon as Sakra, his role as the 

agitated protector in subsequent representations as the vaira-bearer 

at Gandhara is firmlyestablished. 225 Indeed, the actions of the 

" yaksa are certainly in keeping'with Sakra's Vedic counterpart. Indra 

is the warrior par excellence of the Vedas. In this Suttanta the 

threat to Ambattha is rather mild by comparison • . . The yak~a merely in-

tends to splinter Almbattha's head into a myriad. of pieces if he dares .. 

'111[1.·i.· 
I III, 
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to refuse to answer the Masterrs question. Thus in the early Buddhist 

tradition Sakra retains traces of his potential violence, so important 

to the Vedic Indra. 

Indeed, many reliefs of vajra-bearers appear in the later art 

of Gandhara. A c0nnection between the early Buddhist Sakra and these 

later vajra-bearers on the basis of certain characteristics can be esta-

blished. Both attend the Buddha and both carry the va.jra. MoreoVler, 

in the same way as one woUld hesitate completely t~' equate the Epic 

Indra with the Buddhist Sakra, one would hesitate completely to equate 

§akra with the Gandharan Vajrapani.. 
• 

In both cases context alone indi-

cates that there :i!s a difference. 
H, ~"" ~.;~,~. ': 

Though Indra retam~; 'lm'leh of his 

former character his function in the new Buddhist context as devoted 

to the Buddha and Buddhist aw clearly indicates his new role. Similar-
, / 

ly the early Buddhist Sakra continues to appear at Gandhara and retains 

certain features but in the context of Gandhara his new role as a 

vajra-bearer and h.is dominant characteristic as protector indicate a 

new function. Any' explanation of their relationship lies in both 

their similarities " and their differences. 
~ 

Vajrapani is a distinct figure apart from Sakra. He makes his . 
first appearance in iconographic form beginning with Gandharan art. 

In early Buddhism, he appears textually twice in the texts 1-There he 
."., 

bears a notable similarity to Sakra. A~ Buddhism develops so doep the 

figure Vajrapa~i uqtil he becomes in Gandharan art a distinct personality 

and the prototype ffor the Bodhisattva Vajrapagi. 226 Evidence suggests 

',",r['''' 
!. Ii:", 
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that Vajrapa~i was at first only an aspect of 'Sakrafs character and 

that he became, in the later tradition, crystallized into a distinct 

personality. Vajrapani resides with ~akra in Trayastrimsa and thus . . 
it is not uncommon to find him, on the occasion of the Buddha's sojourn 

in Trayastrimsa to teach his mother, represented there along with the 
• 

other devas receiving. the instructions of the Master (figure 23). 

Vajrapa~i functions as a protective figure in many Gandharan 

reliefs as well as in the early texts in which he is mentioned. In 

the Ambattha Suttanta for example, perceiving the Buddha to be in .. 
danger, he rushes forth to avert that danger. In iconography his pri-

mary attribute is the vajra which he brandishes, sometimes rather 

menacingly. He almost always appears in close proximity to the Buddha. 

It is probable that his presence signals to an observer that any 

attempt to harm th,e BUddha would be met with fierce opposition. That 

this is consistent with early Buddhist doctrine is indicated in the 

Ambattha Suttanta. 

As revieweo in this paper the evolution of the figure of 

of "Sakra from the Vedic period through the Gandharan and Vl8.thuran 

periods is more than just the development of an isolated. character: 

it ~s evidence of and is witness to the shift in emphasis from Hinayana 

BUddhism to Mahayana Buddhism as well. In the Epics Indra if; an Epic 

figure, a varied personality "dth JLess than admirable morality; at 

Sanchi and Bharhut, 'Sakra is a devotee of the Buddha and a helper of 

BUddhists. 
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The same might be said of ~akra in the early and the later per

iods of Buddhism. As &akra becomes Vajrapa~i and an object of devotion 

in the context of the Sakra/Buddha/Brahma triad, his role in later 

Buddhism is changed from that. of the early period. The emergence of 

the vajra-bearer at Gandhara and his development into the later Bodhis

attva Vajrapapi arid the fierce protective deities are not simply the 

resurrection of the demon-slaying Indra of the Vedas but represents 

a new turning poililt in popular Indian Buddhism. Henceforth fierce pro

tector figures become the norm in Buddhist iconography across Buddhist 

Asia. Finally, in the later perioe a variety of figures including the 

Buddha himself become· objects of devotion and, in this context, the 

iconographic representations ef~akra teo become less representational 

and mere icenic. The evolution of ~akra thus parallels the evolution 

of the figure ef the Buddha itself. As the Budcha becomes an object 

of wership, removed frem narrative accounts of his previous births, 

so too does Sakra become an individual figure, liftea out of the maze 

of characters in the Jataka tales. The triad motif, then, signifies 

an important develbpment in art and theology of Buddhism; the rise in 

importance of mythological bodhisattvas and their cults of devotee~. 

Thus 'Sa::kra ll s role is transformed in two important directions: 

his influence is notable in the case of the bodhisattva/Bue.dha/bodhis

attva motif and in the case of the Bodhisattva Vajrapa:r:i, and his 

fierce counterparts. These twe developments reflect the emergence of 

:tIJ.8.hayana Buddhism and are indicative of the directions it will te.ke 

as it grows and de"l{elops in India, ,There it arose, and outsic'e of India, 

in China and Japan. 
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